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The arrival of four new shuttles awaits the necessary adjustments to several road structures throughout campus. The new shuttles were originally
expected by the third week of October as reported in The M ontclarion on Sept. 28.

New Shuttles Postponed for Road Renovations
Douglas McIntyre
Chief Copy Editor

The four new, large shuttle buses
originally expected to arrive in late
October will be delayed due to cur
rent problems with four places on
campus they would have to turn
when put into use.
The four' shuttles would be
unable to complete turns in areas at
the Village, in lot 28 and on Carlisle
Road at Webster and Q uarry Roads
as they are currently.
A rchitectural and Design
Services, as well as Parking and
Transportations Services, are plan
ning ways to correct these problem
areas.
According to Lori Jepson, asso

ciate director of Architectural and
Design Services, they are working
with an engineering consultant to
design these changes.
At the Village, the only changes
will be “new signage,” Jepson said.
According to Elaine Cooper,
director of Transportation and
Parking Services, this will indicate
a change of the traffic flow one way
around the lots.
In lot 28, Cooper said th at up to
six spaces may need to be removed
to allow the larger shuttles to make
turns in the lot.
“The engineer is taking another
look,” Jepson said, “to determine
the exact amount of spaces that
may have to be removed.”
At Carlisle and Webster Roads,

these shuttles have to complete
the right turn from Webster onto
Carlisle by crossing over into the
oncoming traffic lane, Cooper said.
In order to accommodate for this
occurrence, Cooper said th at the
stop line for traffic in the opposite
direction must be repainted further
back. This will stop traffic so the
buses have room to complete the
turn.
Jepson said, “The stop line on
Carlisle will have to be clearly
marked and information regarding
the change in traffic pattern will
have to be posted.”
The only structural chauge will
occur at the intersection of Carlisle
and Quarry Roads, near the Floyd
Hall Arena.

There is a concrete island on
th at intersection where the buses
will have problems not only turning
but also in handling traffic.
According to Cooper, this island
will be reduced. At the moment,
three yellow bollards, the concrete
poles on the island, are there “for
safety purposes,” Jepson said.
The engineer must determine if
these bollards can rem ain in place.
According to Encarta, a bollard
is a concrete post to direct traffic,
either away from an area or around
a traffic island.
Jepson said there is no comple
tion date set for these changes, but
Cooper said she hopes they will be
able to use the shuttles by the start
of next semester.

The InterV arsity C hristian
Fellowship decharterm ent bill
was ruled unconstitutional by
the judicial branch of the Student
Government Association at the
Nov. 22 meeting, a decision later
overturned by the legislative body
in a four to one secret-ballot vote.
The ruling was based on the
grounds th at the judicial review
found that, “ ... the [SGA] pre
sinned [InterVarsity] guilty of a
crime before the organization was
given the choice to defend them
selves.”
Five of 27 voting members were
in attendance, as legislators were,
excused from attending the 3 p.m.
day before Thanksgiving general
assembly. A 3/4 majority was neces
sary to overrule the decision.
The SGA constitution states,
“A quorum shall be two-thirds of
the Representatives.” The two-line
section elaborates no further and
neither the SGA constitution, stat
utes or by-laws make mention of
voting in case of a legislature-wide
excused absence.
The decharterm ent, which

“It is the finding of
the Judicial Court
that the [SGA]
was in violation of
certain procedural
law s... InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship
was not given the
right to judcial due
process 99
Joe Specchio

SGA Chief Justice

passed on Nov. 15 in a closed ses
sion vote, was the result of the SGA
Constitutional Review Committee’s
classified “major” offenses by the
former Class II organization.
The offenses included the illegal
impeachment of an elected mem
ber, the group’s illicit mandating of
*

--
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One of the most crowded stops on the main campus is located outside the Student Center. Construction is set to take place over winter break to
allow for four new, larger shuttles to navigate campus.
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THURSDAY, 30

MONDAY, 4

Dave & Busters Trip, Meet at
RH Diner, 5:30 p.m.

Mindfulness Meditation, DropIn Center, 1 p.m. - 2 p.m.

World AIDS Day Dinner, SC.
419, 7 p.m.

Eating and Body Image, DropIn Center, 4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Cater To You, SC Dining Rm.,
8 p.m.

Truth About AIDS, SC Dining
Rm., 8 p.in.

FRIDAY, 1
World AIDS Day
Hillel: Shabbat Service, SC 411,
5 p.m.
Third Annual A rt Connection,
The George Segal Gallery, 10
a.m. - 5 p.m.

Have A Great Weekend!
SUNDAY, 3

- REAL appropriations
passed
- HRLDA appropriations
passed
- CaribSO appropriation
passed
- HEART appropriations
passed

Montclarion

Conversation Cafe, Drop-In
Center, 4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

The Montclarion is a freely

WEDNESDAY, 6
AIDS Awareness, SC Dining
Rm., 7:30 p.m.
Cafe Con Leche, SC Ratt, 8
p.m.
Charity Gift Wrapping, SC 419,
7 p.m.
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Creative Arts for Stress Relief,
Drop-In Center, 12 p.m. - 2 p.m.

Miss Blue and White Pageant,
SC Ballrooms, 7:30 p.m.
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TUESDAY, 5

SATURDAY, 2
Women’s Basketball vs. RutgersCamden, Panzer Gym, 1 p.m.
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corrects its factual errors. If
you think we've made a mis
take, contact Editor-In-Chief
Karl de Vries.

Have A Great Weekend!
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T h e P o lic e
R e p o rt:
Thefts Remain Eminent In
MSU Parking Lots
11/14/06 - A student reported the theft
of his university parking permit while
located in Lot 20.
11/14/06 - Student Andrew DeServio was
issued a summons for possessing alcohol
under the legal drinking age while locat
ed in Bohn Hall. He is issued to appear in
Clifton Municipal Court.
11/14/06 - A student reported the theft of
$100 from his unattended gym bag while
located in Panzer gym.
11/15/06 - A student reported damage to
his motor vehicle, while located in lot 24.
11/16/06 - A faculty member reported the
theft of a projector in Life Hall one week
after the alleged theft.
11/18/06 - A faculty member reported two
unidentified males, walking on the roof of
Basie Hall. Upivèrsity Police Investigated
the area and, obseryed damage to a fixed
light. The repb/tjed majes fled-the scene.
11/19/06 - A ’s tudent reported-receiving an
alarming message via his g#II phone. Non
student Sharon Morgan was identified
and charged by University Police.
11/20/06 - A student reported the theft
of his cell phone while located in Blanton
Hall.
11/24/06 - A Floyd Hall Arena staff mem
ber reported tw o juveniles fighting in
the lobby of the arena. University Police
responded to the scene and contacted
their guardians. They were released with
out pursuing juvenile complaints.
A n yo ne w h o has in form a tio n regarding these
in cid en ts is urged to ca ll th e p o lice sta tio n
from any cam pus phone a t T-l-P-S (8477). A ll
calls are stric tly co n fid e n tia l.

Local News

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

ESSEX COUNTY- Three peo
ple with disabilities have filed
individual lawsuits against N.J.
Transit claiming bus drivers
passed them by or claimed an
inability to help them, leaving
them waiting at bus stops.
They also complained driv
ers and train personnel were
verbally abusive to them.
The suits were filed yester
day in Essex County Superior
Court by Paulette Eberle, 57, of
Jersey City, who is blind and
travels with a guide dog.
Tyrone Lockett, 38, of

Newark, is afflicted with cere
bral palsy and walks with two
crutches, and Shonda Lewis, 35,
of Newark, who uses a wheel
chair because of a spinal cord
injury.
ESSEX COUNTY - An Essex
County crime scene investiga
tor went on trial yesterday for
allegedly stealing thousands of
dollars he found on a slain mobconnected bookie in 2002.
The case against John
Cosgrove, which began with a
killing has already exposed seri

National News
NEW YORK - Two prominent
civil rights leaders stood with
grieving relatives Wednesday on
the bullet-pocked block where an
unarmed black m an was killed
in a hail of police gunfire while
leaving his bachelor party hours
before his wedding.
“We come th is morning
with the family in their hour
of grief,” said the activist Rev.
A1 Sharpton, standing near a
makeshift altar of flowers and
burning candles near the Kalua
Cabaret strip club in the bor
ough of Queens.
“We’re all family now,” he
added. “Not a black family, not a
white family, not a Latino fam

NEWARK - Two men were shot,
each in the leg, a t one location

during an argument with a third
man last night, police said.
The incident began when a
man drove up to the two men,
got out of his vehicle and began
arguing with the two.
The m an then returned to
his vehicle, got a gun, shot the
pair and drove off, McClendon
said.
The victims, ages 26 and
29, were taken to University
Hospital, where they were listed
in stable condition.
Their names were not imme
diately available.

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

ily, a hum an family.”
The community outrage
was evident in signs taped on
a nearby wall. “Death to Police
B rutality and Murder,” said one.

Police identified the victim
as Brian Schlittler, 25, a senior
from the St. Louis area.
“It’s a tragedy,” Samples said.
“We want to find out how it hap
pened and work from there.”

ST. LOUIS - A fire at a frater
nity house near the University
of Missouri’s St. Louis campus
killed a student early Wednesday,
less than two weeks after a fire
killed a student at a Nebraska
fraternity house.
Three students lived at the
Pi Kappa Alpha house in St.
Louis. Two students got out
when the fire broke out around
3:30 a.m., university spokesman
Bob Samples said.

SAN FRANCISCO - To evade
authorities
chasing
him ,
Unabomber Theodore Kaczynski
kept shoes with smaller soles
attached to the bottom in his
reclusive Montana cabin, accord
ing to evidence released 10 years
after his capture.
The shoes were intended to
make it appear as if a person
w ith sm aller footprints were
walking in them, investigators

International News
SUVA, F IJI - Fiji’s m ilitary
stood poised to take over parts
of the capital in defiance of the
government and possible for
eign intervention, hours after
an A ustralian army helicopter
crashed nearby amid fears of an
imminent, coup.
The m ilitary exercises were
announced not long after New
Zealand-brokered talks between
Fiji Prim e M inister Laisenia
Qarase and defiant m ilitary
chief, Commander F rank
Bainim aram a, broke up in
Wellington on Wednesday with

ous flaws in the way the Essex
County Prosecutor’s Office
Crime Scene Unit m aintains
evidence.
Prosecutors say Cosgrove
stole the $8,386 sometime
between the time he examined
the body of Dennis Fiore out
side a Newark social club on
July 11, 2002, and the time the
body made it across town to the
Regional Medical Examiner’s
Office hours later.

believe.
Kaczynski, 64, is serving a
life sentence with no possibility
of parole for a bombing spree
th at lasted from 1978 to 1995.
The blasts from homemade
bombs killed three people and
injured 23.
The government had collect
ed evidence from his Lincoln,
Montana, cabin for a trial, but
it was never publicly released
because Kaczynski pleaded
guilty in 1998.
Investigators also found an
unexploded bomb inside a silver
box with the name of another
intended victim, the station
reported.

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

out apparent resolution.
The Republic of Fiji M ilitary
Forces said th at the three-hour
exercises would begin in Suva at
midnight.
Up to 2,000 troops would
secure areas stretching from
Suva’s downtown .market area
along the waterfront past the
governor’s residence and the
national parliam ent, officials
said.
BAGHDAD - Fierce fighting
Wednesday between coalition
forces" and insurgents shut down

the city of Baquba, which has
been roiled by violence in recent
days, killing scores of m ilitants
and civilians.
Suspected
in su rg en ts
attacked the police headquarters
in downtown Baquba, spark
ing a clash with police th at left
five of the attackers dead, police
said on condition of anonymity,
as they regularly do to protect
themselves.
Coalition forces backed by
U.S. aircraft also killed eight al
Qaeda in Iraq insurgents during
a raid near the city th at also left

two Iraqi women dead, the U.S.
m ilitary said.
The early morning attack
was aimed a t detaining Iraqis
who were running a known cell
ofinsurgents, the U.S. command
said.

courtesy of cnn.com
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JUSTICES
CONTINUED FROM P 1

their executive board to sign a covenant and
Specchio and the three other justices con- neutrality,” Specchio said. “I had no opinion scarce attendance because he wasn’t aware
the misappropriation of their unofficial advi- vened with leaders from InterVarsity and the going into [the Nov. 20 meeting], and after, th at every legislator would be excused and
sor, who was not recognized
because they had promised
because of her non-faculty
InterV arsity they would
status.
announce it th at week.
“It is the finding of
He said it’s not within
the Judicial Court th at
the authority of the execu
the [SGA] was in viola
tive secretary to excuse
tion of certain procedural
so many absences simply
laws,” read Chief Justice
because of its proximity
Joe Specchio, from the
to a holiday and th at the
official opinion statem ent.
meeting should have been
“ ... InterVarsity C hristian
cancelled instead.
Fellowship was not given
According to Attorney
the right to judicial due
General Gutilla, to prop
process as outlined in
erly conduct business, five
Section 1, Subsection J of
voting members must be
the Student Bill of Rights.”
present.
The ruling said th at
“If the secretary excuses
the bill to decharter
the absences, the absences
InterVarsity was in “viola
don’t count against quo
tion of endowed rights.”
rum,” he said.
It furthers stated “ ...
“The major violation
the Judicial Branch does
procedures we cited are
not uphold Bill F2006-129
not clearly defined in the
... [and] finds th at bill
statues,” said legislator
unconstitutional.”
Douglas M cIntyre, who
The violations against
was the single vote in favor
InterVarsity were decided
of overturning the decharby SGA Attorney General
term ent.
Anthony G utilla, who
“I never supported them
emphasized to the legis
as major violations in the
lative body before the bill
first place,” he added.
went to the floor th at they
InterVarsity as a Class
Jessica Stilco I The M ontclarion
were voting on the decharII organization formerly
term ent itself, not on the Executive board members of InterVarsity (left to right) M ichelle Tomaszewski, Ore Fasehun, Larisa Spitzer and Leo Palumbo,
had a budget of $3000 to
charges th at had already speak on the behalf of their organization at the general SGA assembly on Nov. 15.
$4000.
been established.
The term s of the decharterm ent, as
The Constitutional Review committee SGA on Monday, Nov. 20, after InterVarsity yes, I had an opinion.”
laid forth in the SGA statues, require th at
made recommendations as to whether the requested a judicial review,
Specchio said he brought up the decision InterV arsity m ust w ait one year before
allegations held validity.
“Our role and purpose is to rule with on the Nov. 22 general meeting in spite of the requesting another charter.

iMÈ&
W à\

Sunday, Dec. 3 at 2:00 PM
at the Christian Science church
8 Hillside Avenue, Montclair
1 block from B loom field A ve. on th e co rn e r o f O range R oad

About Elise Moore

H ea r R ea l S to rie s
Healing of Stroke
Kidnapping Avoided
Debilitating Illness H ealed
Teen Saved from Explosion

...and much more
For more information:
973 - 744-3366
973 - 220-0220

InternationaI Speaker
on radio and television

Christian healing m inistry
2 0 + yea rs
Interfaith Conferences and
Program s
R ead a rtic le s on p ra y e r
and listen to rad io p ro g ram s a t
w w w .eU sem o ore.co m
S p o n s o re d b y F irs t C h u rc h o f C h ris t, S c ie n tis t
M o n tc la ir, N e w J e rs e y

Elise Moore
Nashville, TN
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Beer Pong Craze Dom inates C ollege P arty S cen e
The ping-pong table stood mightily on
the front lawn of a fraternity house near the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, one side
painted with the red and white stripes of
the American flag, the other with the Soviet
Union hammer and sickle.
Ten plastic cups filled with beer were
perched on each end. Hunched over the cups
were pairs of students, brows furrowed, eyes
aglow.
The most popular drinking game on cam
pus was getting under way. The crowd of
spectators grew silent.
.“I’m going to make it,” proclaimed one of
the players, in a Bucky T-shirt and wrap
around sunglasses, as she th ru st one arm
forward, unleashing a ping-pong ball from
her hand.
Beer pong — a game in which players
make their opponents drink by sinking a
ping-pong ball in one of their cups; has been
around for more than a decade. But in the
last couple of years, it has reached unprec
edented popularity to the chagrin of col
lege adm inistrators who fear the game fuels
binge drinking.
Students say th at it’s rare to attend a party
where the game is not being played. Stroll
the neighborhoods around UW-Madison and
you’ll find lawns and driveways strewn with
beer pong tables. There’s a distinct beer pong
culture, complete with tournam ents, posters
and custom-made tables.
“It has exploded,” said Nick, a UWMadison junior, as he stood over a table th at
had taken him weeks to make, a ping-pong
ball in one hand, a beer in the other. (Like
other underage drinkers quoted in this story,
he asked th at his last name be withheld.)
“We play from dusk to dawn.”
Drinking games are not new to college

/ n

campuses.
For years, students have taken p art in
quarters, a game in which a player can
make others drink by bouncing a quarter
into a cup, and a card game with a distinct
hierarchy, in which the person at the bottom,
known as an expletive, can be ordered to
drink.
Once popular was a game in which
students would watch reruns of “The Bob
Newhart Show.” Every time a character
would say “Hi, Bob,” everyone would have to
drink.
Also common have been a variety of
games requiring players to consume alcohol
out of the long, gangly tubes of beer bongs.
W hat distinguishes beer pong from these
drinking game staples is how competitive it
is. It’s not ju st a vehicle for getting drunk; it
requires skill.
O r so beer pong enthusiasts would have
you believe.
“It’s like a sport th at involves alcohol,”
said Patrick, a junior at UW-Milwaukee, who
said he had worked hard to perfect the arc of
his ping-pong tosses and his bounce shot.
Patrick, who began dabbling in the game
last year, is now a self-proclaimed addict.
He and his four roommates engage in
weekly beer pong tournam ents against
their next-door neighbors. The winner gets
a plastic gold belt like those found in World
W restling Entertainm ent matches th at says
“World Champion.”
Mike, a junior at UW-Madison who also
enjoys beer pong tournam ents with friends,
has a poster tacked up above his dining room
table in honor of the game.
The poster, a birthday gift from his sister,
shows a sideways shot jof 10 plastic cups with
the caption: “Champions are made one cup at

a time.”
“Guys are so competitive, so they can’t
help but get sucked into the competition,”
said Alex, a M arquette freshman.
.When they don’t have ping-pong tables,
players will make their own, often taking the
time to apply lacquer (to avoid warping) or
paint images. A M arquette student painted
his table to look like the university’s basket
ball court. The fraternity th at painted the
flags of the U.S. and former Soviet Union on
its ping-pong table owns several other tables,
each painted with different national flags.
Others remove doors from their hinges.
“It’s a big problem,” said Mike, the UWMadison junior, who works maintenance in
his apartm ent building to help pay the bills.
“They have a hard time putting the doors
back on. They’re really sticky from beer.”
Researchers who study drinking games
say they can cause serious problems, contrib
uting to binge drinking and the negative
consequences, such as drunken driving, th at
go along with it. One study of college students
found th at nearly half the male respondents
who played drinking games said they did so
to facilitate romantic interactions and sexual
encounters.
“Drinking games are a structured way
to drink heavily,” said Brian Borsari, a
researcher at Brown University who has
studied drinking games and who wrote a
paper summarizing studies on the subject.
“One motivation is to get people drunk.
There is a link between alcohol use and
sexual assault.”
A national association of fraternities and
sororities recently strengthened its risk man
agement policy prohibiting drinking games,
citing beer pong as a specific activity th at
should not be tolerated. Many colleges now

include warnings as p art of their freshmen
orientations.
“We’re trying to emphasize, especially to
freshmen, the dangers of drinking games,”
said Paul Dupont, a psychologist at UWMilwaukee’s student health center, who leads
the university’s Task Force on Alcohol and
Alcohol-Related Issues.
Beer pong advocates interviewed for this
story conceded th at while it is often not the
intention, the game can cause them to get
severely intoxicated. Not only m ust they
drink the beer contained in a cup in which
the ball lands, losers also are required to, at
the end of the game, finish the beer remain
ing in the cups of the winners.
“Once you drink all th at beer, you pretty
much are hammered,” said Patrick, the UWMilwaukee junior.
Megan Twohey
M ilw aukee Journal Sentinel
courtesy of MCT Campus
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Better Scores. Better Schools.
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Small Class Size, Private Tutoring, and
Online Instruction
State o f the Art Online Resources and
The Most Up-To-Date Materials
Satisfaction Guaranteed!
I f Your Scores Don HGo Up
Getyour Money Back!
Because Aunt Joan needed more Botox

ATTENTION STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS!!!

She got a facelift, you got the tuition bill.
Not to worry: a Campus Door student loan can cover up to 100% a
your education costs, with online approval In less than a minute.

A ll without the painful side effects.

Email ChristopherS@Review.com for
information on discounted programs!
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How Hip Hop Saved One Senior’s Life
Dave Clark
Staff Writer

Many college students go through a lot to
get to where they are, but Rahfeal Gordon,
a senior at Montclair State University, has
persevered through more than his share of
troubles. This struggle was the subject of his
motivational seminar, “How Hip Hop Saved
My Life.”
Before the seminar began, the student
center ballroom was nearly pitch black. All
th at was visible was a DJ and a projection
screen.
The decibel level was high and many
music videos of the most popular current
hip hop hits were playing, including JayZ, Gnarls Barkley, Beyonce, Diddy, Justin
Timberlake and many others. Each video
meshed into the next, making it seem like
one long video.
As the video ended, the lights turned on to
reveal the energetic host of the evening, who
called himself Nate. Nate introduced DJ Nix
‘n’ Mix and began to speak about the evening
ahead. He riled up the crowd for a few min
utes until it was time for him to introduce the
main speaker,who came up front.
Rahfeal Gordon, who sported glasses and
a shirt with “Hip Hop Saved My Life” printed
in paint, thanked Nate and DJ Nix ‘n’ Mix.
Gordon began by warning the audience
th at the night would be an emotional roller
coaster with many highs and many lows. He
told the audience th at as tough as his life
was, he got through it all by keeping a smile
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DJ Nix V Mix (left) and motivational speaker Rahfeal Gordon (right) lectured at the Student Center Ballrooms last Monday.
Their lecture was entitled “ How Hop Hip Saved My Life.”

on his face, and that’s what he would do this
evening.
He talked about his upbringing in
Newark,and how he was made homeless as
a freshman in high school.- He had gotten
into an argument with his abusive father,
who would leave his kids in the basement
for days at a time as punishment. During the
argument, Gordon punched his father, and

knocking him down. His father drove him to
a friend’s house, said he’d be back and never
returned.
Gordon had been in and out of several
homeless shelters, but continued to go to
school, which was the only place he felt safe.
Then, he began to organize events, a hobby
which would grow into much more.
His first was a bake sale, which was almost

entirely sponsored by his grandmother. It
was a failure, but it taught him how to put
things together.
Gordon decided to create the company
Infinite Productions. Under this name, he’d
put on his first party. He was still in high
school, making it more difficult. He printed
SE E ‘HIP HOP’ ON.P. 6

Winning at the Game of Life: Know the Rules Fears Based on
the Past
THE GOLDEN RULE
THE FIRST RULE OF COLLEGE
Rob Gilbert, Ph. D.

Department o f Excercise Science and Physical
Education

Imagine playing a sport or a game without
knowing the rules. You couldn’t be any good
at it and it wouldn’t be any fun. The same is
true with life. If you want to win, you have to
know the rules — especially the First Rules!
The good news is th at you already know
many of the First Rules. I’ll prove it to you:
What’s the first rule of crossing the street?
That’s right, “Look both ways.” Here are some
of my favorite First
Rules:
THE FIRST FIRST RULE
If it is to be, it is up to me.

Do unto others as you would have them do
unto you.
THE SILVER RULE
Do for yourself a t least as much as you do
for others.
THE IRON RULE
Don’t do for others what they can do for
themselves.
DR. SEUSS’S FIRST RULE OF LOVE
“You know you’re in love when you can’t fall
asleep because reality is finally better than
your dreams.”
THE FIRST TWO RULES OF COLLEGE
#1. It will be difficult.
#2. It will be worth it.

SUCCESS
Don’t major in minor things.
THE FIRST RULE OF COLLEGE READING
ASSIGNMENTS
It’s not what you read — it’s what you
retain.
THE FIRST RULE OF FINAL EXAMS
Overprepare
THE FIRST RULE OF GRADUATION
The tassel is worth the hassle.
THE FIRST RULE OF HAVING A FRIEND
Be a friend.
NIKE’S FIRST RULE
SEE ‘RULES’ ON P. 7

Start Those New Year’s
Resolutions Now
James Carpentier
Staff Writer

With 2006 nearly complete and 2007 com
ing up, why wait until Jan. 1 to begin those
annual New Year’s resolutions to benefit your
health and the lives of others around you?
While 2007 is still weeks away, here are some
health tips from previous fitness articles this
semester in The Montclarion th at you can use
not only as resolutions for next year, but hope
fully for a lifetime, starting now:
* Get More Sleep. Make it a goal to get
seven to nine hours of sleep on a regular
basis. That takes some juggling of your daily
activities between school, job, sports, family
commitments, etc.; however, if you make an
effort, more sleep will benefit your physical
and emotional health (including your attitude
and outlook). An article in the Feb. 20,2001,
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People have an innate fear of things
unknown like extraterrestrials.

issue of Family Circle magazine mentioned,
“Getting a good night’s sleep may actually
help you live longer and more happily.”
• Be A Good Listener. Bottom Line.com
states, “Several university studies have found
th at people who interrupt conversations are
at greater risk for heart problems. In fact, one
study at Duke University found th at people
who interrupt are up to seven times more
likely to get heart disease.” Bottom Line.com
cites researchers who theorize that those who
interrupt are usually “excessively competitive
and controlling - two hallm arks of the worst
Type A’ personalities” at higher risk for heart
disease.
• Walk Mare Often And Drink Mare Water.
High on many New Year resolution lists are
dietary changes and exercise. Well, don’t wait
SEE ‘RESOLUTIONS’ ON P. 8

Justine Burke
Staff Writer

W hat makes us afraid of something?
Maybe we get scared because we don’t feel
secure or maybe its because we don’t like
being in the unknown. Whatever it is, we
all have fears. Many of us have the same
fears. One common fear th at is especially
prevalent among college students is, “Will
I get a decent job when I graduate?” Then
again, many of us have many different fears.
A person th at is afraid of spiders, may be
okay with heights and vice versa. There are
so many things th at humans are afraid of
W hat makes us so afraid? Why can’t
we be fearless creatures who will let noth
ing stand in our way, not even a tiny, creepy
Jessica Sprovlero I The M ontclarion
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Sock Hop Swings for Charity

courtesy of Christine Adamo

Here, the student organization Voices performs at the first ASSIST charity Sock Hop for the Coalition for Disabled Musicians,
Inc. The performance was met with enthusiastic applause.
Douglas McIntyre .
Chief Copy Editor

As organizations on this campus have
found, it is hard to get money from college
students, no m atter what the charity is. Even
Active Students Serving in Society Together
(ASSIST), the Class One charity organization
of the SGA, has difficulty raising more than
$100 in the events in one month for any char
ity they sponsor.
However, Monday night in the student
center, ASSIST discovered th at a single event
could pull in more than $50 for a charity.
Voices and ASSIST hosted a sock hop
th at night from 8-12 in Ballrooms B and C.
Attendance was mostly comprised of mem
bers from the two organizations:
ASSIST took donations at the door for
the Coalition for Disabled Musicians, Inc., a
non-profit organization th at gives disabled
persons the opportunity to be musicians
through equipment and programs designed
specifically for the physically challenged.
ASSIST collected $60.25 for the char
ity that evening. According to Erin Fischer,

Voices president and ASSIST coffeehouse
co-chair, th at amount is more than is raised
at a typical coffeehouse, ASSISTs regular
bi-weekly events th at raise money for local
charities through donations solicited from
attendees.
“It was a cool idea. It was fun to do,”
said junior music therapy major Becca
Hasselbrook. “The charity m eant something
to me, so it was very relevant.”
Music for the sock hop was provided by
Christine Adamo and Jess Lozak, who are
e-board members of both Voices and ASSIST,
on four burned CDs.
“It was a blend,” Lozak said. “We put in a
variety to 50s music with a lot of dance and
contemporary songs.”
They played the CDs over the Student
Center’s PA system on a CD player owned by
William Paterson University student Mike
Milling, Fischer’s boyfriend.
The main feature of the event came at
9:10 p.m., when the members of Voices, an
a capella group th at is a Class HI organiza
tion of the SGA, performed “Blue Moon.” The
music was abruptly cut off mid-song as the 10
members of the organization attending the

event lined up in front of the microphone.
The performance was met with enthusi
astic applause. The music resumed seconds
later, but all attention was at the back of the
room.
The true star of the evening was Scott
Stewart, ASSIST’S vice president. Stewart
made root beer floats at a table in the back
of the room for the entire evening. With the
twirl of a cup behind his back and a practiced
shave of the foam from the top of the drink,
Stewart had many onlookers transfixed.
Stewart said he learned these tricks while
working for Stewart’s in high school over
the summers of 2002 and 2003, a restaurant
chain famous for its root beer th at just hap
pens to share his name. “You have to learn to
do things like that,” Stewart said. “You really
only get money from the tips.”
Though Stewart earned no tips th at night,
the students at th at event were in a giving
mood. W hether it was the holiday spirit, the
chosen charity or the allure of fancy root beer
floats and an a capella performance, ASSIST
and Voices held an event th at brought in
more money than almost any single event on
campus.
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out several flyers for the event, and only five
people showed up. However, ju st as people
were about to leave, Gordon heard a party
ending upstairs due to technical difficulties,
and seized the opportunity, allowing free
admission. The party was a fiscal disaster, but
he made a name for him self as someone who
threw a good party.
He spoke about his next party and how he
had to raise $800 to put it on. Within 10 work
ing days, Gordon managed to raise more than
a grand in dollars and change. The party, at
the Millennium Club, drew over 700 people.
When he began at Montclair, Gordon
became the first freshman student to estab
lish a charter for an SGA-approved organi
zation, and in October of 2001 he founded
“Team Infinite.”
Gordon talked briefly about his time in
Los Angeles. Surrounded by celebrity, he
quickly established ties to BET, Def Jam and
MTV. His life as a celebrity event planner
was growing when tragedy struck. Rahfeal’s
brother, Alfonzo Gordon, was ju st killed last
Memorial Day in Newark. Alfonzo became
a product of the environment Eahfeal had
worked so hard to escape.
With the amount of hardship in his life,
Gordon has managed to take a bad situation,
and with the influence of hip-hop, turn his life
around.
. Gordon is currently doing promotional
work for Def Jam , has a commercial aired
daily on BET and will soon be working behind
the scenes on MTVs Video Music Awards.
One quote sums up the philosophy of
Gordon: “It’s not about where I’ve been. It’s
about where I’m going. It’s about where I
am. Next time you hear that, it’ll be at the
Grammys.”
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RULES
CONTINUED FROM R 5

Just do it.
THE FIRST RULE OF GETTING
STARTED
It’s the start th at stops most people.
THE OTHER FIRST RULE OF GETTING
STARTED
A year from today, you will have wished you
had started today.
THE FIRST RULE OF PUNCTUALITY
If you always show up early, something good
is bound to happen.
THE
FIRST
RULE
OF
TIME
MANAGEMENT
If you don’t have the time to do it right, when
are you going to find the time to do it over?
THE FIRST RULE OF HOW TO HAVE
MORE TIME FOR YOURSELF
Learn how to say “no” to others.
THE FIRST STEP TO TAKE IF YOU’RE AN
ALCOHOLIC
Go to an AA. meeting today.
WAIT DISNEY’S FIRST RULE
“If you can dream it, you can do it.”
THE FIRST RULE OF QUITTING
SMOKING
Don’t start.
THE FIRST RULE OF COURAGE
No guts, no glory.
THE FIRST RULE OF STORE CHECK
OUT LINES
The other line always moves faster.
THE FIRST RULE OF HAPPINESS
Don’t seek happiness — create it!
THE FIRST RULE OF INSANITY
Insanity is when you keep doing the same
thing but expect different results.
THEOLOGIAN HOWARD THURMAN’S
FIRST RULE
“Don’t ask what the world needs. Ask what
makes you come alive and go do it because
what the world needs is people who have
come alive.”
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Abraham Lincoln, Dr. Seuss and Maya Angelou have one very important thing in common: they all have rules we should live by.

GOLFER JACK NICKLAUS’S FIRST RULE
OF CAREER CHOICE
“It’s difficult to excel at something you don’t
truly enjoy.”
THE FIRST RULE OF AIRLINE TRAVEL
Hurry up . . . and wait!
THE FIRST RULE OF DRIVING
Buckle up!
PRESIDENT ABRAHAM LINCOLN’S
FIRST RULE
“When I do good, I feel good. When I do bad,
I feel bad.”
THE FIRST RULE OF REAL ESTATE
Location, location, location.
THE FIRST RULE OF THE BOY SCOUTS
Be prepared.
THE FIRST RULE OF KINDNESS
We wildly underestimate the power of the
tiniest personal touch of kindness.
MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER ZIG ZIGLAR’S

FIRST RULE
“You can have everything in life you want
if you help enough other people get what they
want.”
WHERE THE FIRST RULES OF WRITING
EXCELLENCE ARE FOUND
The Elements o f Style
by Strunk and White
THE FIRST RULE OF MEDITATION
If you’re too busy to meditate, you’re too
busy.
THE FIRST RULE OF WEIGHT LOSS
E at less and exercise more.
THE FIRST RULE OF GAMBLING
Don’t.
POET MAYAANGELOUS FIRST RULE OF
HUMAN RELATIONS
“I’ve learned th at people will forget what
you said, people will forget what you did, but
people will never forget how you made them

feel.”
PSYCHIATRIST DAVID yiSCOTTS FIRST
RULE
“The purpose of life is to discover your gifts.
The meaning of life comes from giving your
gifts away.”
ACADEMYAWARD-WINNER KATHARINE
HEPBURN’S FIRST RULE
“If you obey all the rules, you miss all the
fun!”
THE LAST RULE
Reading these rules is not enough —
you have to follow them.
THE FIRST RULE OF STAYING
MOTIVATED: Call (973) 743-4690 every day
to hear three-minute inspirational messages
on Dr. Gilbert’s Success Hotline. New mes
sages are recorded every morning at 7:30 and
are available 24/7/365.
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Put yourholiday break togood use!

who you are or where you’re from,

AMERICA’S
WILDERNESS
is there for all o f u s .______
Stunning ancient forests, magnificent snowcapped
mountains and a kaleidoscope of red rock canyons—
Tobacco Creek,
John Muir
W ilderness Additions
Photo by ©John Dittli

they’re more than just places. They’re Am erica’s

•

Earn credits in just three weeks that
transfer back to your own college.

• Pay only $82 in tuition per credit for
Middlesex County residents.
CLASS SCHEDULE - Classes meet daily, .
Monday through Friday or Monday
through Saturday, December 27
through January 12. Morning,
afternoon, and evening sessions.
Check course offerings and availability
from our website.

• Enroll by mail or in person.
• Visit our website for course
offerings AND easy enrollment
information.
Enrollment has started.

most precious natural treasures. Join us in honoring
America’s commitment to protecting our nation’s
most beloved wild places by helping us celebrate
the 40th

anniversary of the W ilderness Act.

Together we are preserving the legacy of the wild

For information:

www.middlesexcc.edu
1-888-Y0U-4MCC
(1-888-9684622)

for generations to com e.— C hristopher R eeve

Celebrate 40 year
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RESOLUTIONS
C O N TIN U ED FRO M R 5

until January. Fitness professionals say you
can get a jump on the holiday party foods
and excess calories in the next few weeks by
walking more and drinking more water. Try
to fit in a 15-minute, non-stop walk every
day before Jan. 1 to rev up your metabolism,
and substitute water for soda (which has
calories). Make it a point to stop at a water
fountain several times daily or opt for bottled
water. Water will also keep you full between
meals, provide energy and boost your overall
health. Here’s another reason to drink water
or low-fat milk in place of sugary drinks like
soda: USA Weekend magazine (Nov. 24-26,
2006) nutrition columnist Jean Carper cités
a Harvard University analysis of 30 studies
linking sugary drinks to obesity. “Drinking
one can of soda a day can pile on 15 pounds
a year and increasing intake of soft drinks
increases risk of type 2 diabetes, regardless
of weight,” according to Carper. As for exer
cise, whether it’s walking, jogging, weight
training, gardening or cleaning your room
or house, make it a goal to incorporate some
form of daily physical activity as part of a
healthy lifestyle, starting today.
• Brush Your Tfeeth Twice A Day And Use
Dental Floss. The Star-Ledger (Newark April
13,2004) cites Scott Navarro, dental director
of Delta Dental Plan of New Jersey: “There’s
no way your toothbrush is going to get in
between your teeth. You need floss to get
rid of the biofilm - a combination of food and
bacteria th at results in plaque - th at forms
around your teeth every day. If you don’t
get rid of the plaque at all, it will develop
into tartar, those gross, brown stains th at no
amount of flossing and brushing will remove
and which requires the services of a dental
professional.” Navarro also says th at tartar
can lead to tooth loss and he recommends
flossing at least once a day and can be done
before you go to bed. So, in other words, if you
want to keep your teeth, you had better floss
as well as brush your teeth.
• Consume More Plant Foods And PlantBased Beverages. In place of fast foods,
supplements, sports bars, energy drinks and
highly-processed foods, unless you have food
allergies, nutritionists advise eating more
fruits, vegetables, nuts, seeds, whole grains
and plant-based beverages, such as black and
green tea, wine and beer (consume alcoholic
and caffeinated drinks in moderation with

Jessica Sproviero I The M ontclarlon

meals as excess alcohol and caffeine can
negatively impact health). These plant-based
foods and beverages are rich in disease-fight
ing compounds called antioxidants. Fruits,
vegetables, nuts, seeds and whole grains also
contain im portant vitamins, minerals and
fiber to enhance your health. Jean Carper
has also mentioned the anti-inflammatory
properties of plant-based foods and beverages
in her USA Weekend magazine column. So,
if you have suffered a recent injury or are
undergoing rehabilitation, make sure you’re
consuming plenty of fruits and vegetables to
help your recovery.
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• Stop Smoking Also ranking at the top of
New Year’s resolution lists is quitting smok
ing. Perhaps no other habit is connected to
more health problems than tobacco in its
many forms (e.g. cigarettes, cigars, pipes,
chewing tobacco, etc.). So, at the urging of
friends, relatives or spouses who are looking
out for your health, don’t disappoint them.
Do yourself th$ greatest service: Stop tobacco
use, today, this minute now. Don’t wait until
Jan. 1. Medical professionals say as soon
as you quit, your health almost immediately
shows signs of improvement.
• Wash Your Hands Often. Perhaps the
best way to avoid colds and flu throughout
the year is frequently washing your hands.
And not a quick wash, but a thorough wash
ing with warm water and soap for at least
15 seconds and rubbing your hands several
times and washing around the nails, fingers,
palms, wrists and tops of hands, according to
medical professionals.
• Savor The Fresh Air And Sunlight
Outdoors. While we head into the cold and
dreary winter months, make an effort to go
outdoors at least for 15 to 30 minutes a day,
particularly on sunny days, to get enough
vitamin D, which is produced by the sun. An
article in the Sept. 2006 issue of Reader’s
Digest mentioned studies connecting vitamin

D deficits to many diseases, so don’t ju st go
outdoors when it’s comfortable in the spring,
summer and fall, but spend time outdoors
during daylight, hours in winter, too There
are many days when the tem perature is
above freezing during the winter months,
so don’t make excuses th at it’s too cold to go
outside. Get out there for a lunch hour walk
or make time during the day for a 15-minute
walk outdoors. The fresh air will energize you
as well and the daylight (even on cloudy days)
can elevate your mood. Note th at a limited
exposure to outside sunlight (and daylight in
general) has been linked to Seasonal Affective
Disorder (SAD) and depression during the
winter months. So, when you spend time out
doors in the sunlight, you’re not only getting
your daily dose of vitamin D for bone health
and protecting against various diseases, but
also preventing depression and SAD. Also,
note th at you can also get vitamin D through
dietary sources like fortified milk, cod fiver
oil, cooked salmon, cooked mackerel and
canned tuna and sardines in oil, according to
Reader’s Digest.
S tart following these health tips as soon as
possible instead of using them as New Year’s
resolutions. To borrow the cliché, why put
off until tomorrow what you can accomplish
today?

FEAR
C O N TIN U ED FR O M R 5

crawling spider.
Charles Darwin was first to suggest that
fear is biological. All animals have the same
reaction when they get scared. They freeze,
get an increased heart rate and release stress
hormones when they are afraid. The brain
devotes quite a lot of its energy to fear.
Even though fear is biological in humans
and animals, many researchers believe in
fear conditioning, a form of classical condi
tioning. Classical conditioning suggests th at
a response to a stimuli cam be learned. This
type of conditioning was first practiced by
Ivan Pavlov, who is most commonly associ
ated with the famous experiment of Pavlov’s
dog. The experiment studied how food, the
unconditioned stimulus, makes a dog sali
vate, the unconditioned reflex. Humams may
learn fear from an early age, even though
fear has biological effects on the human body.
Pavlov’s experiment indicated th at humans
can be conditioned into learning and many
researchers believe th at we can be condi
tioned into learning fear.
Certain common fears th at we have can
be explained by our own human feelings.
Many of us have the same fears, and author
of The Causes o f Fear Robert Elias Najemy
explained some of the factors th at contribute
to fear in his article. He said, “unfamiliarity

with people and things causes suspicion and
fear.” Along with this idea, he states “a feel
ing of separateness increases our fear.- When
we feel close to people and nature, we cannot
easily fear them.”
This explains why so many people are
afraid of extraterrestrials, people who look
different from us and even the future.- If we
are not familiar with someone or something,
we are going to have apprehension toward
th at thing or person. If thought about logi
cally, we aren’t going to put our entire trust
into a stranger, so N ajem /s statem ents make
sense..
Najemy states, “Imagination can create
images of doom and suffering far beyond any
physical reality or likelihood.”
This is true. Ever since we were .little, we
had fears of the dark and fears th at there
were monsters under our beds. As adults,
we may not fear the boogie man, but, our
imagination still runs wild instead and we
fear what we don’t know. We may be worried
about our big presentation tomorrow in class
and then have all these wild thoughts about
how it can go wrong. We can make a small
part of our lives like a presentation into a key
defining moment and think th at if we screw
it up, our lives will be oven People continue
to have a vivid imagination into adulthood

Jessica Sproviero I The M ontclarlon

When a deer is trapped in the headlights, fear causes it to freeze and increase
heart rate

and it’s a key factor in our fears.
A tragedy or bad experience can trigger
someone to develop a fear. A person who has
been in an awful car accident may develop a
fear of driving or fear of being in a car. Or
maybe as a child, a person got bitten by a
certain animal. They may foster a fear of
th at animal because they associate it with
the memory of being bitten. Whatever the
case, many fears stem from a previous bad
experience th at has manifested in the mind

and one cannot cope with it.
We all have different fears for different
reasons. We fear people, things, and ideas.
We may have been bom with fear in our veins
or conditioned to learn what to fear and what
not to fear. Maybe a bad experience evoked
fear in us. The bottom line is th at humans
are fearful creatures, and as long as we live in
this world, there will be something or some
one to fear. If we aren’t afraid of anything,
then we probably aren’t human.

www.themontclarion.org
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Peak perform ances
@ m ontdair

Department of Theatre & Dance

___________

Neil LaBute

T h e D istance From H ere
Directed by S u san Kerner
hen 17 year-old Darrell feels betrayed by his girlfriend and his best friend, his fragile world falls apart.
He struggles for human connection but ultimately cannot escape the shocking consequences of a
lifetime of emotional neglect. Playwright Neil LaBute explores the dark side of American suburbia in this
provocative and riveting new play.ealth hazards of the chemical industries found in our own backyards.

W

TICKETS: $15/$12/$10

November 28, 29 & 30 • 7:30 PM
December 1 • 1:00 PM
December 1 & 2 • 7:30 PM

Howard FOX
studio theatre

Written by:

Spilling Stuff

Ben Clawson
Directed by:

Rob Bradshaw

and Breaking Things

Dramaturgy

Lisa Brenner

special addition to our season is a quirky new play in development from Senior BFA Acting major Ben Clawson. The play follows the
journey of four bus drivers who borrow a school bus for a night on the town. Clawson’s hilarious comedy of wits is an exploration of
friendship, loyalty and self-worth. Clawson won the American College Theatre Festival one-act play festival and was
selected to compete at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.
T IC K E T S : $ 1 0

H

December 6 - 9 • 7:30 PM
December 10 »2:00 PM

Howard Fox
studio theatre

The John J. Cali School of Music

M SU Sym phony
This all Russian evening features Serge Prokofiev’s Third Piano Concerto and
Piotr Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 4.

December 8 • 7:30 PM
TICKETS: $15

PAF

NO CHARGE FOR
MSU UNDERGRADS THROUGH
PERFORMING ARTS FEE

973-655-5112

www.peakpevfs.org
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AT THE CINEM A
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Shows His
Thorns
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courtesy of Warner Independent

Cindy Martin (lane lynch) and Chuck Porter (Fred Willard) are the hosts of an Access Hollyw ood-like talk show that covers enters
tainment news and Oscar speculation in Christopher Guest’s new ensemble comedy For Your Consideration.

courtesy of MTV

O scar Consideration Parodied in N ew Film
The film starts by introducing Marilyn
Hack (O’Hara), an appropriately named 6list actress who is best known to audiences
For Your Consideration
for her role as a blind prostitute in a film
made many years ago.
:)n Í'i-r stopher Guest
■■Catherin» (rilara,
Hack desperately wishes to regain the
Piasej & ■
name recognition she enjoyed for so many
years but is forced to face the limitations
th at come with being an actress over 40
in Hollywood. Instead, she finds herself
For Your Consideration is a largely impro accepting unglamorous roles like the sickly
vised comedy th at looks at the changes actors mother in small independent films like
go through when faced with the prospect of Home for Purim.
O’Hara’s performance as Hack is defi
Oscar buzz. The film marks the fourth ven
ture of director/writer Christopher Guest and nitely the greatest standout in the film.
his ensemble cast, which includes such Guest Her turns in films like Guest’s Waiting for
mainstays as Catherine O’Hara, co-writer Guffman and Best in Show, as well as Tim
Eugene Levy, Fred Willard, Parker Posey and Burton’s Beetlejuice have established her
Jane Lynch.
as a wonderful comedic actress at the top of
Peter Schaus
Arts & Entertainment Editor

her game.
However, it was her performance in
A M ighty Wind th at showed she had a
more serious side to her, which she has
expanded and developed in For Your
Consideration.
Far too often when comedians, such
as Will Ferrell and Jim Carrey, take
on dramatic roles, they choose to tone
down their antic ways to be taken
seriously. However, the end results
come across as boring and lifeless, as
the actors have lost the charisma th at
attracted audiences to their work in
the first place.
What sets O’Hara’s performance
apart is th at her Marilyn Hack, while
SEE ‘CONSIDERATION’ ON P. 11

ON THE BOOB TUBE
The O ffice's Team Pam Wins in Season Three
Peter Schaus
Arts & Entertainment Editor

The Office
Creator Greg Daniels
( I . Stevv Carrel!.
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It seems th at in recent years, NBC has
turned into the prom queen a t her 10year high school reunion. It has since lost
the promise it once showed, gained a little
weight and isn’t quite as attractive to view
ers as it was at the height of its popularity.
While it didn’t catch herpes on a cruise
vacation with some of the gals from the
typing pool and doesn’t spend its Saturday
nights sitting in the dark and drinking alone
like the former prom queen, it still has been
trumped by the younger and more attractive
ABC network.
The quickly approaching death of the
sitcom doesn’t help the scripted comedybased programming of NBC, and its recent
decision to pad out its primetime schedule

courtesy of NBC

Lots of games are played to pass the time by Jim (Krasinksi), Pam (Fischer), Ryan
(B J. Novak) and Dwight (Wilson) on NBC’s The O ffice.

with reality TV doesn’t exactly bode well for
the network’s future. But NBC has one thing
th at ABC and all the other networks don’t:
The Office.
Easily the best network comedy since
FOX’S sham efully cancelled Arrested
Development, The Office is the little engine

th at could. Based on one of the most
critically and commercially beloved
BBC sitcoms of all time, it would
have been too easy to mess up.
Subtlety is key in the success of
S E E ‘OFFICE1 ON P. 1 1

Bobby Melok
Sports Editor
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Sixteen years. That is how long Guns
“N Roses fans have bad to suffer the tor
ture of lead singer Axl Rose.
Tours th at never got off the ground,
new band members leaving ju st as quickly
as they came in and, of course, the biggest
carrot dangled in front of them, the yet to
be released Chinese Democracy album.
Yet GNR fans hang on every last word
of AxTs. Every random appearance, every
small rumor gives them a new hope th at
the band they love will return to kick ass
as they once did.
And every time, it ends up the same
way: Axl pulls a primadonna move and
GNR fans are left in the breeze.
Once again, things seemed differ
ent this year. Axl and his management
team have been touting the long-awaited
release of Chinese Democracy as coming
“sometime tins year.”
Later, in a press release for the band’s
fall tour, it was stated th at the album
would be released before the end of 2006,
possibly without any notice to fans and
record stores.
With less th an five weeks left in the
year, the album has yet to be released,
and record store employees continue to
grow annoyed with the influx of call from
hopeful GNR fans.
Axl’s torture of those who worship him
doesn’t end at the storefront, it carries
over to the stage.
After the summer’s blowaway shows at
Hammerstein Ballroom, fans were hopefid th at the band’s frill tour would bring
more of the same.
Once again, they were subject to the
bitchiness of their hero. After being sub
jected to complete dreck in opening acts
like Papa Roach and Suicide Girls, GNR
fans finally had a decent supporting band
in the Eagles of Death Metal.
Of course, after one performance, Axl
decided he didn’t like the band, telling the
crowd th at it was the last time they’d see
the “Pigeons of Shit Metal.”
Heading into 2007, Axl Rose finds
him self in the same place he’s been for
the last 15 years: hanging onto a memory.
If he keeps up his actions, he may be the
only one left holding on.

www.themontclarion.org
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courtesy of NBC

The workplace flirtation between Pam Beesly (Jenna Fischer) and Jim Halpert (John Krasinksi) is a throw-back to sim ilar relationships in television shows like Friends and Cheers. What
sets Jim and Pam apart is the subtle longing they both experience rather than overt proclamations of their love on NBC’s Emmy-winning comedy The O ffice.

The Office and all of the other NBC British
adaptations crashed and binned after an
attem pt to Americanize them. However, the
American version of The Office was the first
sitcom remake to ever win an Emmy for Best
Comedy, and in its third season, the show is
at its absolute peak.
What has always set The Office apart
from its competition is its realism. It .never
falls back on comfy sitcom clichés. Waitresses
don’t have thousand-dollar haircuts and no
one looks like they have a personal trainer,
tanning booth and a chef who prepares them
special diet-conscious meals.
In fact, no one on The Office is especially
attractive (Phyllis, anyone?) and no one gets
a high-power job at a major fashion house
after working in the clothing business for two
years. Their job a t a paper supply company
called Dundler-Mifflin in Scranton, Penn, is
ordinary and uninteresting, and most of them
work hard for many years without so much
as a raise or promotion.
This is not to say th at The Office is ordi
nary and uninteresting; in fact, it’s far from
it. Much of the show’s success comes from the
fact th at anyone can relate to it. The comedy
has the intimacy of a really great in-joke and
the cast feels like people you could go to work

with on a daily basis.
There’s the obnoxious boss Michael Scott
(Steve Carrell), the office suck-up, power
player Dwight Schrute (the wonderful Rainn
Wilson) and the charismatic almost-couple
Jim and Pam (John Krasinski and Jenna
Fischer).
It wouldn’t be a reaching statem ent to
say th at Jim and Pam will join the pantheon
of great television couples like Ross and
Rachel from Friends and Sam and Diane
from Cheers. In fact, their romance succeeds
in a way th at the other couples haven’t.
The writers and actors never underesti
m ate the audience’s intelligence and under
stand th at we don’t need to be beaten over
the head with their repressed frustration to
know th at they are m eant for each other.
They don’t reiterate over and over that
they have feelings for each other to their
friends and co-workers. In feet, when Michael
(Carrell) finds out about Jim ’s feelings for
Pam, Jim does everything he can to let him
know th at it was in the past and make
sure th at it doesn’t get around the office.
Their longing can be seen in simple fleeting
glances, awkward silences and their all-toointim ate friendship.
On last season’s finale clifthanger, Jim

admits his feelings to the engaged Pam and
they share an intim ate kiss. However, the
stoic Pam tells Jim th at she plans to marry
her fiancée Roy and Jim transfers to another
Dundler-Mifflin branch in Stanford.
The decision to keep Jim and Pam apart
was controversial among the show’s fans but
works for the development of the characters.
Jim has always been the more emotionally
conscious one and Pam needs space to realize
th at she really cares for him.
Despite the feet th at Pam has broken
things off with her fiancée, Jim made the
good decision to move on and is now “sort of
seeing” Karen (Rashida Jones), a co-worker
from his new branch.
Karen is a good foil for Pam as she’s more
interesting, has a better sense of humor
than Jim ’s previous ex-girlfriend Katie (the
wonderful Amy Adams) and is basically the
uber-Pam. In fact, fans have now split into
two separate camps over the love triangle:
Team Pam and Team Karen (I will always be
loyal to Team Pam, though).
The recent merger of the Stanford, and
Scranton branches brought Jim and Pam
back together with the extra weight that
is Karen making the show’s will-they-orwon’t-they? song and dance to its ultim ate

crescendo.
Every thing in the show is at its height
in the third season. There has always been
a very distinct mold to each episode of The
Office. An office politics issue like conflict
resolution, sexual harassm ent or racism will
arise and Michael will do everything in his
power to fix it, which ultim ately makes it
worse than it was originally.
This season premiere episode “Gay Witch
Hunt,” in which Michael outs Dundler-Mifflin
accountant Oscar, was the best of this breed.
While this pattern made The Office the
great show th at it is, it’s showing even more
forward momentum by breaking free of this
mold in recent weeks.
We’re taken out of the office a lot more
by showing the Stanford branch, the
Schrute farm and a business convention in
Philadelphia. The risks have been beneficial
thus far and hopefully the show will continue
on its stellar path.
If you haven’t seen The Office yet, it airs
Thursday nights at 8:30 on NBC. It’s a fairly
easy show to catch up on, but if you want the
all too im portant development, the first two
seasons are available and reasonably priced
on DVD. Tune in and help the prom queen
regain her crown.

CONSIDERATION
C O N T IN U E D FR O M P. 1 0

a depressive sad sack, couldn’t be less lively Eugene Levy brought to their characters
and vivid. We see her tragic flaws, feel her in Waiting for Guffman is lost in For Your
pain, and laugh along with her. As ironic as Consideration, as both play their roles as the
it sounds, O’Hara’s performances as Oscar- same trite Jewish stereotypes th at stopped
being funny even before Woody Allen’s reign
hopeful Hack is already generating buzz.
One of the best aspects of the film is its a t the movie theater.
For Your Consideration is an entertain
portrayal of Home for Purim as the quint
essential Oscar-bait film, like Brokehack ing if flawed little film th at exists entirely
Mountain or Crash. It prides itself for cover in the world of contradictions. It’s a comedy
ing such socially relevant topics as sexuality where the funny falls flat and the drama
and ethnicity while simultaneously homog rises above the laughs. There are some great
enizing its subject as not to alienate any comedic moments in the film (I dare you
to look at Jane Lynch’s impression of Mary
potential voters.
Joining Hack in the cast of Home for H art’s sturdy gait and not laugh out loud) but
Purim is Parker Posey as our blushing inge where the film really succeeds is in exploring
nue, and VH1 personality Rachael Harris as the underlying insecurity even the most ego
the serious stage star. All three women are tistical actors have th at breaks through the
able to bring to their characters the wonder surface during the awards season.
It’s also ironic th at co-writer/director
ful level of depth and humor th at comes from
working far too long in the business with Christopher Guest’s ragtag Hollywood ensem
ble cast, a group of improvisational perform
such archetypes.
Unfortunately, the same can’t be said for ers th at heavily rely on irony to successfully
their male counterparts. Harry Shearer as skewer their subject matter, lack much of the
the infomercial star-tumed-independent film insight and satirical pathos they brought to
actor comes across as bland and uninterest the foreign worlds of community theater, dog
ing and Christopher Moynihan's decision to shows and folk music in their previous films
overact his role breaks the fourth wall atvd,*.Vbhfi tackling ,th e ,aJVtoo-femiliar. City pf
takes, us out of the reality, ofttiie fflm. ,v - iV/<AAjij*ls, whiefyis ironic in itself
, • The, jngequify, th^t Gjujest, qqdgccHwnfyf^*£*^rhaps the suyert.m atter„ is_tpo_close

courtesy of Warner Independent

The cast of Home fo r Purim learns the downside of Oscar buzz in Christopher Guest’s new
ensemble comedy For Your Consideration.

for comfort and the cast lacks the distance one. The film is still worth a look, especially if
they have with the subject of Hollywood that you enjoyed Guest and the gang’s outlandish
made their previous ventures so outrageously sense of humor th at they showed in previous
hilarious.
Yentqre&.,
. However, it’s still disappointing th at what
„ B u t, relatively, sneaking,. For, . Your
çould have been a great movie iç only agopd Consideration leaves much to. bedesired. .
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In what'passes for the plot, the young penquin Mumble is alienated from the penguin pack after it is discovered that he cannot hit the right notes while singing, but can bust a move
and even drop it like it’s hot when it comes to dancing in Warner Brothers’ newest CGI family film Happy Feet.

Miller's Happy Feet Gets Stomped On
Bernadette Marciniak
Assistant Copy Editor

When it opened Nov. 17th, Happy Feet
looked promising to audiences young
and old. It even came with a disclaimer
of “WARNING: May cause toe-tapping.”
However, many who went to see the movie
were royally disappointed th at the feet in
this movie were hardly happy and th at their
toes remained completely still during the
course of the film.
Happy Feet follows the life of a penguin
by the name of Mumble who is the outcast of

his penguin pack. Unlike his other penguin
pals, he is unable to h it the right notes while
singing; a sin in this penguin world.
Instead he is bom with a godforsaken
deficiency of knowing how to dance, and
being able to tap-tap-tap his feet. This doesn’t
fly with the other penguins, and he is soon
banished from his pack. The rest of the story
ju st bounces back and forth between Mumble
coming back to his pack and then being ban
ished again, only to return for a happy (but
totally f***ed.up) ending.
The cast looked very-prom ising, with
the voices of Elijah Wood, Robin Williams,
Brittany Murphy, Hugh Jackman and Nicole
Kidman. In some ways, this cast is exciting
and fresh, but it really doesn’t come to m at
ter.
Robin Williams has a monopoly over this
movie, voicing more than one main character.
Williams is a funny guy, but you can only
take so much of him in one movie.

Furthermore, if we take the cartoon mask
off of the cast we come to realize th at Elijah
Wood and Brittany Murphy’s characters are
the main love-meisters of this movie. Elijah
Wood and Brittany Murphy make the dorkiest couple ever.
Secondly, the story line was completely
incoherent. The main plot for this movie was
a failure as it came to fight three quarters of
the way through the movie. If the w riter was
trying to have a moral to teach in this movie,
he needed to make it clearer. There were so
many things going on in the movie th at was
lost between Mumble’s dance scenes and
Mumble finding him self in the Central Park
Zoo.
Lastly, this film was rated PG for, as
Manohla Dargis of the New York Times
states, “a few scenes of peril th at might
frighten young children.” A few scenes of peril
is an understatem ent. No child wants to see a
scene of an Antarctican oil tanker nearly kill

ing a cute little penguin. Nor does any child
want to see a penguin almost die from being
choked by aplastic can holder.
This movie is way beyond PG, but what
13-year-old child would want to go see a
penguin movie entitled Happy Feet? You lose
either way.
For a film th at looked so promising, it’s
really a shame th at it turned out to be so bad.
Audiences will be sorely disappointed by the
plot (or lack thereof) and maybe come out of
the movie theater a bit terrified after those
“mild” scenes of danger.
We really shouldn’t be surprised though;
this film came from the director of Babe: Pig
in the City, which also turned out to be a huge
flop.
George Miller: if it took you eight years to
make another movie, you really should have
put more effort into it. Happy Feet gets one
star for at least making the penguins look
cute.

If you write for the
Arts section, you’ll
get free concert tickets,
advanced screening passes
and promotional CDs, books
and movies.
Contact Peter at
MSUArts@gmall.com
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9u Can
rn a Full
mester
#of credit in
just 12 days I
Get a jump on your spring semester
quickly, easily and close to home.
All Classes are on the UCC Cranford Cam pus.
CALL# CATALOG#

NOTE:

DAY(S)

CALL# CATALOG#

logy of
o t People
Peop & Hie Environment - 4 Credits
BIO 103 Biology
11838
11840

BIO 103
BIOL103

2
201
200

MTWRF
MTWRF

LAB

BIO 290 Independent Study in Biol
BIO 290

0900AM-1245PM
0100PM-0430PM

- 3 Credits___________

201

BUS 101 Intro to Contemporary Business ■ 3 Credits_________
11875

BU5 101
BUS 101

200
277

^
-

MWTRF
TBA

0830AM-1215PM

MAT 015

MAT 119 Algebra - 3 Credits
11764 MAT 19 200
11765

11849

BUS 201
BUS 201

230
231

I

C

11850

ECO 202 200

MTWRF

11700" ENG
11701 ENG
11702 ENG

102 '200
102 201
102 202

-

ËNG 128 200
ENG

MTWRF
MTWRF
MTWRF

PED 295

FIAT05

2ÖÖ

1179(3 PSY 102

200

TBA

11792

0830AM-1215PM

PSY 205

200
200

-

MTWRF
' -

0830AM-1215PM

' MTWRF

0830AM-1215PM

MTWRF

0830AM-1215PM

SOC 101 Principles of Sociology - 3 Credits_________ _______
11795

SOC 101 200

-

MTWRF

0830AM-1215PM

SOC 203 Intemational Social Problems - 3 Credits
11796

SOC 203 200

-

TBA

-

SPA 101 Beainnina Soanish I - 3 Credits
m î r 'S P À 'Ï O 'l *200

1000AM-0145PM

MTWRF

I

0830AM-1215PM
1000AMO145 PM
1245PM4430PM

FIA 105 Music Appreciation - 3 Credits
11798

PSY 101

200

vchology - 3 (Credits
PSY 205 Child Psychology

0830AM-1215PM

MTWR

TBA

’sychology i___________________
PSY 102 Psychology
of Personality - 3 Credits

ENG 229 Introduction to Poetry - 3 Credits
-

1200PM0300PM

0900AM-1245PM
0900AM-1245PM

1245PM-0430PM

“
MTWRF

ENG 229 200

TR

PSY 101 General Psychology - 3 Credits

3 Credits

MTWRF

--------.g
ENG
129 201

290

1245PMO430PM

ENG 129 Public Speaking - 3 Credits
11705

0600PM0700PM

0830AM-1215PM

ENG 128 The Dynamics of Communication - 3 Credits
11704

T

PED 295 Independent Study in Beginning Golf - 1 Credit

11789

MTWRF
MTWRF

ENG 102 English Composition II

-

Golf - 1 Credit

£PED
e d 290
— ™
201 T

MTWRF

ENG 101 200
ENG 101 201

0800AM-1100PM
0500PM-0800PM

TR

PED 107 277

11851" PED n o

ENG 101 English Composition I - 3 Credits
11695
11696

291

PED 290 Independent Study in Fitness & Wellness - I to 4 Credits

ECO 202 Principles o f Economics 11-3 Credits
11711

PED 101

PED n o

TBA

ECO 201 200

0900AM-1215PM
0530PM0845PM

TBA
TBA

ECO 201 Principles ot Economics I - 3 Credits
11709

MTWRF
MTWRF

PED 107 Decisions for Wellness - 3 Credits

BUS 208 Principles
:ipl<_______
of Marketing - 3 Credits
BUS 208 277

0530PM-0845PM

TBA

BUS 201 Business Law I - 3 Credits
11879
11880

MAT 19 201

MTWRF

PED 101 Concepts
§ p of Adult Fitness - 2 Credits
TR
11848 pro loi 290

BUS 105 Organization & Management - 3 Credits
BUS 105 277

Algebra I - 3 Credits
MAT 015 200

SPA

-----

MTWRF

a m m m m r

" / * <i,g f e

GEY 101 Physical Geology - 4 Credits
11859
11867

GEY 101 277
GEYL101 200

=
LAB

T
MTWRF

0600PM0700PM
0 1 10PM-0430PM

GEY 121 Physical Geology - 3 Credits
GEY 121 277

-

T

0600PM0700PM

epe_______
GEY 290 Independent
Study in Geology ■ 3 Credits__________
GEY 290 201

"

I

TBA'

HIS 101 Intro to Western Civilization I - 3 Credits
11716

HIS 101

200

-

MTWRF

0830AM-1215PM

HIS 102 Intro to Western Civilization 11-3 Credits___________
11714

HIS 102

200

-

MTWRF

1245PM-0430PM

MAT 0 11 Intro to Mathematical Concepts - 3 Credits
MAT 011 200

MTWRF

0530PM0845PM

For more information call (9 0 8 )7 0 9 ;7 5 18
or email winter@ucc.edu •

Courses marked I are Independant Study. For the most current information, visit the counseling
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P Wfcjfe the test of us werie getting drunk, Ébea going to our
awkward Thanksgiving dinners with femily to then getting drunk
again to erase the memory, the final decisión was made to decharter InterVarsity ChristiaaFefiowship íiyCFj.To get everyone up
to
the TVCF appealed to the judical branch of the SGA, who
ruledthelegislature’smovetodismantlethegroupimconstitutional. The branch felt the IVCP was not given an appropriate amount
oftimetodefendthemselvesinthedecharteringprocess.
After the judiciary branch ruled the decisión unconstitutional,
the vote was sent baek te the SGA legislators i» either concar or
disagree with the court’s decisión. Por the offical decharterment to
take place, the legislatura wouldhave to haré a 3/4 majorityvote
banning the organization from campas. The only problem was that
there were only five legislators to xnake thedecision.
The Wednesday before Thanksgiving, SGA legislators decided
in a 4-1 vote te discontinué the IVCFfe current eharter, eiuümg twn
weeks of scordhng debate. The 4-1 vote was over the 3/4 majoríiy
needed to overtum the justices' decisión. It was so cióse that íf
one legislator swungthár vote in favor of the IVCF, then the 3/4
majority would not he fulfiUed, as the vote would now stand at 3-2.
Thiswould definitelynotfly in A e IXS. Congress.
It is knúwn by legislators that th eS G A meeting before
Thanksgiving Break is optional, considering the circumstances
of moving out to enjoy an extended weekend. So why was tote
vote hurried so qukkly? Isn’t it fiinny that five out of the 27 total
SGA legislators made the final decidan to extinguish a Class II
Organization? And why dñhft Chíef Justice Joe Speechio postpoae
thé announeement untfl after the break when aü the SGA legisla
tors retened from break well-rested, and able to make educated
decisions? Can one drawn-out meeting and a half-concocted second
really forcé out a Class II Organization? The answer is apparently
yesThefectisthattheSGAhasarequirem entintheirconstitution

^

“The only problem was that
there were only five legislators
to make the decision.”
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SGA Attorney General Anthony Gutilla said that the absences
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ing? Thoijgh it is an “accepted pr(x»dure1’’we don’t see it anywhere
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thought iiw as the right mmt to do it on Wednesday.
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C-Span to show them that hasty decisions are never right, even if
the person is wrong,
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fine, BFfhey deserve to be axed, Huafs fine, but it should be done in
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point ofthe appeals system. To look at the facts again, mull it over
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Thumbs up

to ASSIST for afterschool shindigs.

Thumbs down

to all the vending
machines in Freeman Hall
eating students’ money.

Thumbs up

to the start of the holiday
Season.

Thumbs down

to the Alice Paul Hall
elevator being out of
service for the whole week.
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Wooden Bats Won’t Help Little Leaguers
Aluminum Alternatives Suggested By Parents and Politicians Will Not Make Baseball Safer For Kids
It was a stark scene over 10 years ago,
but still freshly frightening to me. While I
stood behind the fence watching my brother’s
Little League baseball
team play a game on
a Saturday afternoon,
seeing one of the play
ers swinging a bat in
the on-deck circle.
Unbeknownst to him,
another kid was walk
ing behind him , too
KARL
close for comfort and
DE VRIES
unaware of the danger
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
----------------------- headed his way.
The result was a bat in the face, sending
him to the ground with blood spilling from
his nose. Years later, I’m sure the wounds
have fully healed and th at the victim is doing
ju st fine, but the psychological scars left on
the witnesses is traum atic.
This story is paled in comparison to the
sad tale of one 12-year-old pitcher from
Wayne who found him self delivering the
wrong pitch to the wrong hitter a t the wrong
time last July 8. A direct line drive off the
aluminum bat of the hitter struck the boy
in the chest between heartbeats, causing
cardiac arrest and brain swelling.
He would eventually end up in a coma
and, for the time being, would not be able to
see or to hear. Though they are rare occur
rences, horror stories such as these have
nonetheless raised the issue over whether
Little Leaguers should use m etal bats as
opposed to the traditional wooden ones.
New Jersey State Assemblyman Patrick

“Who’s to say that children aren’t at risk from being
heaned in the face standing in the batter’s box, as
opposed to having screaming line-drives hit at them?

J. Diegnan has called for the banning of alu
minum bats in youth sports. In 2002, Brown
University released a study analyzing the
speeds th at pitched baseballs launch off of
wooden and aluminum bats. They found that
aluminum bats averaged 93 miles per hour
as opposed to the 86 miles off of a wooden
bat.
But if you were to ask the American
Legion’s National Baseball Subcommittee
who recently released a nine-month report,
they would tell you th at there was “no sub
stan tial scientific evidence” th at proves
wooden bats are safer. Either way, do we dare
suggest th at the 7 mile per horn- difference
would have saved the life of the young man?
In Major League Baseball, it’s not uncom
mon to see a h itter splinter a Louisville
Slugger after making contact, sending wood
en shards in every direction having violated
the threshold for abuse th at wood holds.
Aluminum, on the contrary, rarely breaks,
saving am ateur team s money and cutting
down on the risk of injury from pieces of bro
ken bat flying toward players. Besides, there
are other safety issues inherent in Little
League th at threatens players.

dents occur to make their use (or expense)
worthwhile for team s to purchase.
Last month, New York City Council mem
bers called for a ban of aluminum bats in
citywide high school play, hoping to save
lives. I’m not convinced th at this will neces
sarily protect them from being hu rt during
a game; the odds are at least one in a mil
lion against them suffering a debilitating
injury sim ilar to the horror story of this July.
According to the Consumer Product Safety
Commission, only eight deaths from alumi
num-launched baseballs were recorded from
1991 through 2001.
In a perfect world, no boy or girl suffers a
separated shoulder playing football, a bloody
nose from hockey or a broken finger because
they were hit by a pitch. But these things
sometimes happen. In extremely isolated
occurrences, they do real damage to chil
dren.
There is a simple solution for the parent
worried about their kid getting h urt playing
the game of baseball: buy them video games
to play and tell them to stay home. Contact
sports are exciting for a variety of reasons,
not the least ofwhich is the inherent competi
tion, physicality and the occasional brutish
ness.
A danger, as remote and distant as it is for
most Americans, does exist. It is the decision
of the individual as to whether they want to
play the odds and assume th at nothing ter
rible lies in store for their son or daughter.

The pitchers’ mound, 60’6” from home
plate in the Major Leagues, is only 45”
in Little League. As kids grow older, they
develop physically, thereby enabling them to
muscle up on their fastballs for a big strike
out.
Control, on the other hand, does not
develop as quickly; the ability to not hurl the
ball directly at someone’s forehead is a dif
ficult talent to cultivate, and is not developed
fully in the seventh grade.
While batting helmets have been com
monplace throughout all levels of baseball
for decades, they traditionally do not have
face protectors. A split second is all it takes
for the ball to leave the pitcher’s hand before
arriving at home plate. In this time, the hit
ter has to decide whether it is a ball or strike,
worth swinging at or not or if he should duck
out of the way for his own safety.
Who’s to say th at children aren’t at risk
from being beaned in the face standing in the
batter’s box, as opposed to having screaming
line drives h it at them? Face masks do exist
for the batting helmet, but their absence
from much of American youth baseball sug Karl de Vries, an English major, is in his first
gests only the following: not enough acci year as Editor-In-Chief for The Montclarion.

Don’t Turn a Blind Eye to a Genocide
Montclair State University Students Must Take Action Now as the Genocide in Darfur Worsens
There has been increasing coverage in
the American media lately of the ongoing
genocide in Darfur, Sudan. It’s good th at our
media has finally caught
on to the world’s worst,
current hum anitarian
crisis. It certainly took
them long enough, but
without continued pub
lic demand for action, we
can’t expect our govern
ment to take the decisive
DAN
steps needed to stop the
MOSESON
COLUMNIST
genocide. It’s im portant
to know what’s going on
there, and there are constructive steps every
one can take to help end the killing.
First, an update, in case you haven’t
crossed paths with a newspaper recently.
The genocide in Darfur has not ended - on
the contrary,'it continued through the sum
mer of2006 and, in recent weeks, has become
worse and worse. The conflict has spread out
of Darfur, in the western region of Sudan,
into the neighboring country of Chad. There
are now about 200,000 refugees from Darfur
in Chad and the m ilitias who slaughtered
their neighbors and family in D arfur have
pursued them across the border. Women who
leave refugee camps to collect firewood are
at great risk of being raped by “janjaweed,”
Arab militiamen hired by the government of
Sudan to kill or drive out ethnically African
farm ers in Darfur.
More th an 400,000 innocent people have
been killed and millions have been driven
from their homes. The security situation is
so bad th at many in Darfur and Chad are
now cut off from the international aid th at
had been keeping them alive. Up to 4 mil
lion people are now without access to food
or dean water. The m ilitias, hired and

“More than 400,000 innocent people have been killed
and millions have been driven from their homes. The
security situation is so bad that many in Darfur and
Chad are now cut off from international a id ...”
armed by the government of Sudan, have the
refugees trapped. Their choice is between
starvation in the camps and the risk of rape,
torture and death outside them.
The international community has
acknowledged th at the crisis in Darfur is
taking place, but has not been able to do any
thing to stop it. The U.N. Security Council
passed a resolution authorizing a peacekeep
ing force for Darfur to replace the small,
under-funded African Union force th at has
been unable to bring security. However, the
U.N. decided it would not send peacekeep
ers. unless the government of Sudan - yes,
the government carrying out the genocide
- wants them there. Sudan first seemed to
accept, and then rejected, a more recent pro
posal for a joint U.N. / African Union force,
and now says it will accept only two bat
talions of additional peacekeepers. Andrew
Natsios, the U.S. envoy to Sudan, said th at
if the Sudanese government doesn’t accept
a peacekeeping deal by Jan. 1, the United
States and its allies will move to “Plan B.”
He did not reveal what “Plan B” was.
There are many things th at MSU stu
dents can do, both on campus and off to
help stop the genocide in Darfur. The MSU
chapter of STAND: A Student Anti-Genocide
Coalition, is actively looking for new mem
bers. If your schedule won’t let you take part

in STAND, you can still do something to
help. Savedarfur.org has an online petition
for U.N. peacekeepers and guidelines for tak
ing other actions, such as sending an online
postcard, w riting a letter to a newspaper
editor and joining a local Save D arfur group.
It also has up-to-date information on the
origins of the genocide and the current situa
tion.
Darfurgenocide.org has sim ilar informa
tion on actions anyone can take, news on the
conflict, links to student groups protesting
the genocide, and more. More information
than ever before is available on major news
websites such as cnn.com and msnbc.com, as
well as the site of the British Broadcasting
Corporation (www.bbc.co.uk). One of the best
websites for activism is darfurscores.org,
which rates U.S. Senators and Congressmen
on their efforts to end the genocide. If your
representatives in Washington have worked
to stop the crisis, call and thank them, but
remind them th at there is still much to be
done. If they haven’t taken a stand, tell them
to get with the program. The site provides
contact information for their offices and sam
ple messages to use. I believe th at students
should be more proactive in their research'
of the recent atrocities; this should be their
start.
The only way th at we can bring about an

end to these atrocities is to keep pressure on
our government. Our leaders work for us,
not the other way around. They value their
jobs. When enough of us get together ,and
tell them what to do, they will respond. As
citizens of a democracy, we have the power
to demand change, both in our own country
and in the foreign policy of our government.
A greater public outcry would likely have
stopped the 1994 genocide in Rwanda. The
Darfur genocide has unfolded more slowly,
and we still have a chance to save many lives.
It’s up to us, and if you can’t become involved
on a regular basis, a step as simple as call
ing your Congressman or w riting a letter to
the editor can be a huge help. On Dec. 10
protests will be held at Sudanese embassies
world-wide protesting rape.as a weapon of
the war. The website www.globefordarfur.org
has more information.
Dan Moseson, a Poltical Science major, is in his
second year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
Johna M ailolli contributed to this article.
-------------------------------- .--------------------------

DARFUR
ANTI-GENOCIDE
CONTACT INFORMATION
If you are interested in taking action
email Iink4100@ho1niiiil.com or
contact Dan Moseson president
of STAND, MSlTChapter at:
(973) 841-3644
...................................................................................................................... ........ it...........................' ............
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Q u e s tio n o f
The W eek
H ow can M Stl p e rsu a d e
stu d e n ts to 9 0 to m ore
o n cam p u s e v e n ts an d
sch o o l-o rie n ted
d a n c e s?
DAN
HENNESSEY
Year: Sophomore
Major: African
American Studies

courtesy of mctcampus.com

courtesy of mctcampus.com

‘I po here and 1
| shouldn't have to
pay Ripper venues to ‘‘Blizzgatne" and
perhaps some mixed drinks. Our dry
campus is not working o u t"

MICHAEL
STRICKLAND
Year: Junior
Major: Justice
Studies

i “It is not possible.’

NANCY NOYES
Year: Senior
Major:
M ath Education
“They should nor
m ake the events
| tin:mg clas~ hours
and they need
belter advertising The dance» are well
marketed "

MAURICE
TORRES
Yean Sophomore
Major: Finance
can per- : :
suade us by adver
tising thé events
earlier. They need
a better form of communication such as
email, Facebook, and more fliers. Most
of th e students leave on the weekends, so
weefcaigbt parties would attract larger

Mwda.“ ■ M I BBIIBI MMHHH H H

Student Upset About Christian Coverage
Dear Editor.

to kill off entire organization. Finally, even if every
charge wa* true, and
oven if InterVarsity Iiad commuted feu worse code
violations, whyhasn't the SGAdone anything aboutthe dozens of hazing fraternities at Montclair? I
feel extremely strongly about this, as they are a
Wight to dug campus and to people iu general.
The SGA should start cracking down on these
lawbreakers before attacking well-meaning groups
like InterVarsity, and The Muntchmn should not
support such a blatant disregard for the law.

1 was very upset about the articles printed m
your paper regarding the deeharternitai of the
InterVhreit-y Christian Fellowship. It was. 1believe,
wry biased and completely uncalled for. While ii is
perfectly fine u>report on such an event, the arti
cles printed were very fdfensivt' toward the fellow
ship. Also, I would like to give a hig thumbs down
to the SGA, unlike the thumbs up you gave them.
| know several InterYarsity members, and the
charges were intentionally brought to hurt them. A
I member was angry w‘ith the group and decided to -Thomas Oltarzewski
Music Education and Theory/Coinpoahon
get revenge. That atorte was uncalled for.
If I don’t get treated exactly the way 1 want, I Freshman
may be a little annoyed, but I certainly want try
The Moniclarion M ailbag Policy

the
num ber o f
days u n til
the sta rt
o f w inter
break.

%

• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be
considered for publication. • Once received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content
and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number
or e-mail address. » Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday. 10:00 p.m. •
Letters may be submitted through e-mail to msuopinion@gmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor,
Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Montclair, NJ 07043.

NICK ALDIERO
Year: Senior
Major: Physical
Education

“Basically, MSU
needs to rediversify th eir bonds
Do you feel me? So when th at happens,
Fm goingt 0.be dancing and whát not at
tbecam pusblastoffs.”

ERIC
SYLVESTER
Year: Senior
Major: Physical
Education

“To have moro
I space fori hose
big events instead of tolling everybody
they are sold out. Also to have free food
a t all th e events.”

Question o f the Week opinions are m o w s
expressed by the students o f Montclair State
University, and are not necessarily die news
fThe Montclarion.
■
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HOME EXPENSES AND MINOR FINANCIAL SETBACKS MAY PROVE BOTHERSOME EARLY THIS
WEEK. SOME SAGfTTARIANS WILL SOON FEEL PRESSURED TO REVISE FAMILY BUDGETS.I
BEGIN NEW INVESTMENTS OR FINALIZE PROPERTY DOCUMENTS. ALL ARE P05ITIVF BUT ALSO
LEGALLY COMPLICATED. STUDY WRITTEN DOCUMENTS FOR UNREALISTIC DEADLINES OR
RESTRICTIONS. ACCURACY IS VITAL. LATE THIS WEEKEND, AN OLDER RELATIVE OR TRUSTEl
FRIEND MAY REQUIRE DELICATE FAMILY ADVICE RELOCATION M AY BE A STRONG CONCERgg
STAY ALERT.
M

C a sau ri
OVER THE NEXT FEW DAYS, SOCIAL CELEBRATIONS OR GROUP PLANS MAY BE BRIEFLY POST
PONED. AT PRESENT. CLOSE FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES ARE EASILY DISTRACTED WITH FAMILY
EVENT5 OR ROMANTIC INVITATIONS. TAKE NONE OF IT PERSONALLY INTRIGUING FRIENDSHIPS,
PROPOSALS AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES WILL SOON PROVE ENTERTAINING REMAIN QUIETLY
OPTIMISTIC. THURSDAY THROUGH SATURDAY ACCENT POWER STRUGGLES WITH RELATIVES
OR ROOMMATES. CHECK FACTS THOROUGHLY WRITTEN DOCUMENTS WILL RESOLVE ONGO
ING DISPUTES.

(January 20 - February 17)
NEW FRIENDSHIPS MAY THIS WEEK BE COM PLICALO WITH SUBTLE ROMANTIC TRIANGLES OR
PRIVATE AITRACTIONS ENSURE YOUR LONG-TERM INTENTIONS ARE CLEARLY UNDFRSTOOD
BY THE GROUP. OVER THE NEXT FEW DAYS, MINOR EMOTIONAL SIGNALS ARE EASILY MISIN
TERPRETED. AVOID FAMILIAR OR INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR AND WAIT FOR SOCIAL JEALOU
SIES TO FADE. AFTER FRIDAY. AN ESTABLISHED FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIP MAY NEED TO END.
LOANS. APPLICATIONS AND SHARED EXPENSES ARE ACCENTED; REMAIN FLEXIBLE

(February 18 - March 191

ROMANTIC DECISIONS ARE NOW BE5T DELAYED. OVER THE NEXT FEW DAYS. COMPLEX RELA
TIONSHIPS AND QUICKLY REVI5ED GOALS MAY CHALLENGE THE TRADITIONAL EXPECTATIONS
OF FAMILY MEMBERS. WAIT FOR CLOSE FRIENDS AND RELATIVES TO ASK PROBING QUES
TIONS. LOVED ONES MAY NEED TO VENT THEIR FEELINGS OR EXPRESS STRONG OPINIONS
REMAIN DIPLOMATIC THURSDAY THROUGH SUNDAY ALSO HIGHLIGHT COMPELLING DREAMS
AND SUDDEN GLIMPSES OF THE FUTURE. CAREER ASPIRATIONS MAY BE A CENTRAL THEME;

Lauren, let's order
a

ffm *£■ J E % a r Ì 4 B S S »
■Aprii m
(March 20 -■

I'd ra th e r co ll my

X used to

go
there, but it's
been over o year.
J

pizza.

HHHHHBRHBHHP

SOLDI DISCUS5 REVISED CAREER AMBITIONS
OLDER FRIENDS OR RELATIVES MAY THIS WEEK BOLDLY
OR RARE BUSINESS PROPOSALS AN INTENSE WAVE OF WORKPLACE DISAPPOINTMENT NOW
NEEDS TO BE RESOLVED COMPLEX SOCIAL OR FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS WILL SOON REQUIRE
DETAILED PRACTICAL DECISIONS. OFFER HEARTFELT ADVICE AND WATCH FOR STEADY
PROGRESS: YOUR ONGOING APPROVAL AND EMOTIONAL SUPPORT 15 NEEDED. THURSDAY
THROUGH SATURDAY. ROMANTIC FLIRTATION WILL INTENSIFY; STAY CALM AND RESPOND
ONLY TO SERIOUS OVERTURES.

ex-boyfriend than
my ex-pizza place.

j

Two Dudes

(April 20 - May 201

LOVE RELATIONSHIPS WILL THIS WEEK REQUIRE DIPLOMACY AND SPECIAL SENSITIVITY. AFTER
MONDAY. ROMANTIC PARTNERS OR POTENTIAL LOVER5 MAY FEEL EMOTIONALLY DRAINED
BY RECENT FAMILY EVENTS OR UNEXPECTED HOME DISPUTES. OFFER CREATIVE 50CIAL
DISTRACTIONS OR UNIQUE LEISURE ACTIVITIES; OPTIMISM AND A STEADY DEDICATION TO
GROUP PLANNING WILL PROVE HELPFUL. LATER THIS WEEK, A POSTPONED WORK PROJECT OR
FORGOTTEN JOB PROPOSAL M AY REAPPEAR. RESPOND PROMPTLY, NEW OPPORTUNITIES WILL
QUICKLY EVAPORATE.
..........

by Aaron Warner

PUP0

sowETHme

WESHOUU?

LET'S GOFRANK

TOTMiY
STUPÌ!?, PUPE!

T0TAU.Y PO

TOSSE THE LOCKS

™ * IS

WOUU7AEV0?

OHTHE« FACES!
\

HiMiOUS!
- /

‘XH&Wim CRAZY!

xcwrrwNT

SOREWlN&Wf

V

iknow.

I (May 21 - June 20) ■

A MINOR DISAGREEMENT WITH A CO-WORKER WILL NOW ESCALATE. EARLY THIS WEEK.
UNEXPECTED JEALOUSIES, SMALL DISPUTES OR A RARE COMPETITION FOR JOB PROMOTIONS
M AY STRAIN WORKPLACE RELATIONS. AVOID PUBLIC DISCUS5IONS AND EXPECT OTHERS TO
OFFER MISINFORMATION; BU5INESS RELATIONSHIPS WILL IMPROVE ONLY AFTER AUTHORITY
FIGURES ANNOUNCE REVISED WORK ROLE5. TUESDAY THROUGH FRIDAY ACCENTS UNIQUE
TRAVEL PLANS AND COMPLEX SOCIAL GATHERINGS. GROUP DYNAMICS MAY PROVE UNRELI
ABLE; REMAIN PATIENT.

C a in
'■funr 21 - .July 21,
FIRST IMPRESSIONS WILL NOW SET THE TONE OF NEW FRIENDSHIPS. BEFORE MID-WEEK,
THE EMOTIONAL INFLUENCE OF BOLD DISCUSSIONS. MINOR JEALOUSIES AND COMPLICATED
WORKPLACE TRIANGLES MAY UNGER. AVOID A STRONG PUBLIC REACTION TO INAPPROPRIATE
COMMENTS; 50M E0N E CLOSE M AY NEED EXTRA TIME TO DEVELOP CONFIDENCE OR ESTAB
LISH SOCIAL TRUST. STAY QUIET LAI E FRIDAY, A FRIEND OR YOUNGER RELATIVE M AY REVEAL A
COMPLEX ROMANTIC ATTRACTION. ASK PROBING QUESTIONS; SERIOUS ADVICE IS NEEDED

i.Julv22 - A u p i-i 21 ■
LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS WILL NOW BEGIN A PHASE OF SERIOUS COMMUNICATIONS.
GROUP PLANNING AND SOCIAL EXPANSION. LOVED ONES ARE HIGHLY MOTIVATED TO BRING
ADDED COMMITMENTS OR SECURITY INTO THEIR LIVES. AFTER TUESDAY. SINGLE LEOS MAY
ENCOUNTER THE RETURN OF PAST LOVER5 OR DI5TANT FRIENDS. IF SO. REMAIN CAUTIOUS;
PASSIONS AND RENEWED EXPECTATIONS WILL BE HIGH. LATER THIS WEEKEND. STUDY FINAN
CIAL DOCUMENTS FOR MISINFORMATION; NEW DEBTS AND FORGOTTEN PAYMENTS WILL
SOON PROVE COSTLY.

(August 22

Sf-nterulvr 21’

HOUSING DECISIONS, LOAN APPLICATIONS AND LEGAL DOCUMENTS WILL NOW REQUIRE
YOUR FULL ATTENTION A SERIES OF FAMILY DISPUTES OR MONEY RESTRICTIONS NEED TO BE
PERMANENTLY RESOLVED. RESPOND QUICKLY TO ALL REQUESTS OR CRITICAL OBSERVATIONS.
LOVED ONES WILL FOLLOW YOUR EXAMPLE. OPT FOR HONEST GROUP DISCUSSIONS AND ALL
WILL BE WELL. AFTER WEDNESDAY. SOMEONE CLOSE MAY DEMAND A PUBLIC DISPLAY OF
AFFECTION, RENEWED LOYALTY OR A BOLD ROMANTIC PROMISE. GO SLOW; YOUR SOCIAL
NEEDS ARE JUST AS VALID.

'.September 22 - October 22}

EARLY THIS WEEK, WORKPLACE STRATEGIES AND LEADERSHIP STYLE MAY NEED IMPROVE
MENT CO-WORKERS WILL NOT RESPOND TO INSTRUCTIONS OR CONTROVERSIAL IDEAS WITH
OUT FIRST CHECKING WITH AUTHORITY FIGURES. FIND CREATIVE WAYS TO INCREASE GROUP
PARTICIPATION. PATIENT DETERMINATION AND GENTLE DIPLOMACY WILL HELP CLARIFY DIF
FICULT BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS. AFTER THURSDAY. M AN Y LIBRANS BEGIN A BRIEF PHASE OF
SOCIAL CONFRONTATION. STAY FOCUSED; UNPRODUCTIVE FRIENDSHIPS OR PAST ROMANTIC
OBLIGATIONS NEED TO END.

i October 23 - November 21} WÊÊ

BUSINESS SKILLS. TRAINING OR DAILY INSTRUCTIONS ARE NOW A SOURCE OF WORKPLACE
CONCERN. BEFORE MID-WEEK. CLOSE COLLEAGUES WILL DEMAND EQUAL TREATMENT, NEW
OPPORTUNITIES OR QUICK ADVANCEMENT ALLOW AUTHORITY FIGURES TO NEGOTIATE ALL
DI5PUTES; THIS IS NOT THE RIGHT TIME TO CHALLENGE THE NEEDS OF THE BOLD OR IMPA
TIENT TYPES. AVOID CONTROVERSY AFTER THURSDAY. M AN Y SCORPIOS WILL EXPERIENCE
A POWERFUL WAVE OF ROMANTIC PASSION. REMAIN ATTENTIVE; NEW RELATIONSHIPS ARE

Crossword
ACRO SS
Star part
M oe’s brother
Closeout caveat
“J a n e __”
Mister in Toledo
Stride
Soft-toy stuff
Kill, old-style
Tooted
Mr. T ’s outfit
Harrow blade
French friend
Ford S U V
Signaler
Perceives
Host of ‘T h e
Twilight Zone”
32 Social follower?
33 Austrian range
35 Crossword
solver?
36 In the future
38 Indeed
40 Astronomical
shadow
44 Keyboard key
46 Taxis
48 Long period
49 Capital river
53 Build supplies
back up
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56 Sense of taste
57 Shrill bark
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Skirt border
Writer Bagnold
Themes
Graceland man
N YPD alert
Deli purchase
“The
Cometh”
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Jim Bakker’s
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Spot
Dejected
Meas. across
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Child C a re W anted

Child care wanted for some Sat. eves

•

N ovem ber 30, 2006

Help W anted

Get the best job a college student can
have! Looking for fun, dependable

and Sun. afternoons. 5-year-old &
1-year-old boys. Early Childhood Ed.

Sitters Wanted. Average $10 per hour.

people to entertain at parties. Great

mom in Ridgewood. Seeks help with

Preferred.

Baby-sitting, house-sitting and pet-sit-

pay plus tips. Starts at $40 per half-

her 3 sons (ages 2,4,6) for afternoons/

Call Michelle: (973) 233-0112

ting. Register free for jobs near cam

hour. Weekend work, no experience

pus or home and start earning extra

necessary, free training. Must have a

Help Wanted: Responsible student,

cash now!

car and internet access.

young children a must.

careful driver for help with home

www.student-sitters.com

Call Bob: (973) 809-2933

Call Carrie: (201) 444-6180

work, after-school activities. Two t e r

Child care needed for a stay-at-home

flexible hours. Great pay. References
and experience with toddlers and/or

For Rent

rific teenagers in Upper Montclair. 10

Travel with STS to this year's top 10

Babysit over winter break. Sitter

hours/week, Mon, Tues, Thurs.

Spring Break destinations! Best deals

needed for delightful 13-mo in our

Please call: (973) 744-8101 or

guaranteed! Highest rep commissions.

Basement apartm ent fo r rent in

E-Mail: whiteleygp@aol.com

Visit www.ststravel.com or call 1-800-

private home. Ttoo large carpeted

648-4849. Great group discounts.

rooms, w/d, TV w ith cable, w ire

taker for two children, ages 5 and 2

Paid marketing interns 8i student

Plaza, bus, train. $1000/month, utili

Child Care: MSU Professor seeks caring

1/2. Ideal availability includes Monday

workers needed at growing online

ties included. Call: 973-509-5776.

and responsible sitter for two children

or Tuesday mornings, weeknights or

travel company located in office com

(ages 2 and 6). Experience, references,

weekends. Please reply to Kristen at

plex adjacent to MSU campus.

For fem ale students from $430 a

Call Lea Nielsen: 973-256-3234 x7113

m onth. Shared room available from

Montclair home W-F. Mid-December
- Mid-January. Refs, required.
Call Andrea: (973) 783-1331

less internet, a/c, walk to Watchung

Nutley family seeking occasional care

own car, consistently available 3-7 p.m. (973)661-2374

late Dec. or early January '07. Fur

five days a week, occasional nighttime
sitting, 15-20 hours guaranteed.
Call: (973) 655-2099 or
E-Mail: richardssc@mail.montclair.edu
New Vernon family with 3 Children:

Child care needed for 6- and 9-year-old

Health & Fitness Club in Upper

nished, easy w alk to campus and

in Upper Montclair. Monday-Thursday

Montclair looking for front desk help

utilities included. Internet and cable

mornings and afternoons (at least 25

from 8 a.m.-6 p.m., part-time. Fax

TV extra. Call: (973) 778-1504

hours). Must drive. Live in or out.

resume/info letter with days & time

Call Maggie: (917) 371-9784

available.

Large 1BR fully-furnished sublet

Fax: (973) 233-0840 Attn: Tom

fo r spring semester in Little Falls.

ages 10,7 and 3. Seeks responsible

$1100 m onthly plus electricity and

and reliable student. Friday-Sunday.

Part-time, energetic and caring nanny

Flexible hours. Salary negotiable.

wanted to care for our three-year-

Russian Language Tutor:

gas. One m onth deposit. Near train,

Great pay for weekends. Driver's

old son and 6-month-old baby giri

Montclair family seeks fluent Russian

stores, resturants, campus. Great

license needed. Live in/ Live out. Car

in Upper Montclair. Approximately

speaker to tutor their chidren once a

Deal. (973) 954-3137

provided for your use. Job starts ASAP.

20 hours/week. Competitive salary. '

week. Mondays from 5:00-6:30 works

Call: (973) 359-8039 or

Strong references required.

best at present. Please send email to:

Call Kathy: (862) 202-6369 ‘

joepat@comcast.ne

Email: jkatemorris@aol.com

The Montclair Kimberley Academy is
looking fo r a counselor fo r the
Extended Day Program. Individual must
enjoy working with children ages 4 -13.
Past experience preferred but not
required.
Monday - Friday
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Call Extended Day (973) 509-4872.

UPS really came through for me. They provide more
money for my education, plus great pay, a schedule that
fits my needs, and other benefits.

Pregnant?
Had Sex?
STD?

Questions?

Part-Time Package Handlers
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A^on+clai»*/ yMo^nstowm & ¿Jersey .¿Zity

• $8.50-$9.50/hour with additional 50C increase
after 90 days
• Company paid medical benefits
• Weekends & holidays off
• Opportunity for advancement
• Work 3-1 / 2 to 5 hours a day, five days a week

Get up to

$23,000*
in College
Education
Assistance!

Complete an online application today at:

O r \O O S S

WWW. "1s t d k o ic e .o r 'q

The UPS
E A R N and
LEAR N *
Program

www.upsjobs.com

I

Or call: 201-330-2315

*Eam and Learn® Program
guidelines apply.
UPS is an Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F/D/V.
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Rocky Start for Women’s Basketball
Women Can’t G et off to Good Start, Fall Way Short Against Bowdoin and Find Themselves in the Middle of the Standings
R obert A itken
Sports Writer

The Lady Red Hawks’ basketball team
had a less-than-memorable home opener
over the weekend, although it did make some
M ontclair history. In
the finals of the Red
BOWDOIN 86
Hawk-Pioneer Classic,
................... ...... .
the Red Hawks fell to
the No. 2 nationally
ranked Bowdoin Polar Bears, 86-46. The
loss was the Worst home defeat in school his
tory.
There were bright spots for the team ’s
performance. Ferin C atlett led the way for
Montclair with 13 points. Sophomore Amy
Bonk and freshm an Jackie Berry came off
the bench and scored 10 and 11 points
respectively. Captain Stephanie Machin had
seven rebounds for the Red Hawks.
Bowdoin (5-0) is currently ranked as the
No. 2 team in all of Division III, which justi
fies Montclair’s loss slightly. Montclair also
did not play up to par. They were held score
less in the first four minutes of the game,
finally scoring off of a foul shot by Catlett.
There were many bad passes th at were
either stolen or throw n out of bounds.
Bowdoin exploded with a 26-6 run to start
the game and never looked back from there.
At the half, the Polar Bears led 52-18.
MSU scored the first five points of the
second half, only to end up being outscored in
the second half as well, 34-28. The large lead
gave Bowdoin opportunities to shoot many
three-pointers. They shot from beyond the
arc 22 times during the game, making only

eight of those shots, seven of them in the first team.
they begin NJAC when they host Rutgershalf.
She may be exactly right, though. This Camden this Saturday.
The Polar Bears shot 65 percent from the loss was anything but explainable. There is
Perhaps this truly will be a wake-up call

gggg

courtesy of Sports Information

Freshman Jackie Berry put up 10 points
for the Red Hawks in the finals of the Red
Hawk-Pioneer Classic.

field in the first half, compared to the Red
Hawks percentage of 21 percent.
Montclair turned the ball over 19 times in
the game. The combination of all these fac
tors led to the Red Hawk’s demise.
“It was a rough game. They are a good
team , but so are we. It was a wake-up call
for all of us and we need to keep working
hard and show everyone what we are made
of,” said Bonk, who had one of the better
individual days from the floor on the entire

courtesy of Sports Information

Sophomore Amy Bonk scored 10 points for
M ontclair State against the No. 2 ranked
Polar Bears of Bowdoin.

not a reason for any team to lose by 40 at
home to anybody.
But, it is better for this loss to happen so
early in the year. MSU also lost to Mount St.
Mary on Tuesday night by a score of 70-52.
Bonk led the team in scoring on Tuesday,
picking up another 10 points for the game.
Berry also helped out, scoring nine points
and assisting two of her team m ates in scor
ing.
The loss leaves them with a 2-4 record as

courtesy of Sports Information

Senior Ferin Catlett scored 13 points in
MSU’s 86-46 loss to Bowdoin. She was
named to the All-Tournament Team.

and tu rn the season around for this team.
They need to look at this loss without anger
or sadness, only hope. To avenge this loss
would show the character of this team.
“This loss put a chip on our shoulders for
the rest of the season. We are gonna use this
loss as a building block for our season. We
never want to lose like this ever again,” said
Machin. Perhaps we can look back on this
game as a launching pad for this team. All
we can do is wait and see.

IV F

of
North Jersey

W L¿-

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE IVF OF NORTH JERSEY IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS OF ALL ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS BETW EEN
THE AGES OF 21-32.
A H AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $8000.00.

For m ore inform ation on our egg donor program call
(973) 470-0303
'
and ask for one o f our Nurses.
1035 R T.46 E A ST
C L IF T O N , N J 07013

146 RT. 17 N O R TH
H A C K E N SA C K , N J 07601

TELEPHONE (973) 470-0303

_______________

FAX (973) 916-0488

owarm th eaters Decem ber t ”
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Sports Editor

write tenti p¿tper

St. Louis o v e r A riz o n a

St. Louis o v e r A riz o n a

Washington o v e r A tla n ta

A tla n ta o v e r Washington

D a lla a o v e r N.Y. Giants
¡¡jg ^ ^

mm

make dinner?
• _ #

join The Moniclarion
The M ontdarion is
lo o k in g fo r w r ite r s to
c o v e r M o n tc la ir S t a t e
U n iv e rs ity s p o r t s .

s

In d ia n a p o lis o v e r Tadpessee

f

J a c k s o n v ille o v e r NEUhni

.

.2

*

m

f

«Bli m b
|g § . ■
K a n s a s O tf y m b r Cleveland

C h ic a ^ o v e ^ K n n ^ ^ p .

Chicago o v e r M in n e s o ta

N.Y. J e t s

N .J j J e t s o v e r Green Bay

o v e r Green Bay H

S a n D ia |o o v e r

^ ^ D ie g o o ver B u fA l

New

New O rle a n s o v e r S a n F r a n .

o v e r S a n F ra n .

H o u s to n o v e r O a k la n d

H o u s to n o v e r O a k la n d

Denver o v e r S e a ttle

S e a ttle o v e rD d m ra r

Monday Night

!Monday Night
C a ro lin a o v e r Philadelphia

C a ro lin a o v e r Philadelphia

Upset Pick
Cleveland o v e r K a n s a s C ity

Upset Pick

Overall Record

Overall Record

8 9 -5 5

Contact Bobby or Mike at msusports@gmail.com
or call 973-655-5241

New England! o v e r D e tro it

J a c k s o n v ille o v e r M ia m i
5

I

‘

In d ia n a p o lis o v e r Tennessee

Pittsburgh o v e r T am pa Bay

[M w^itch football game

■Mr Giants o v e r D a lla s

\

'

New England o v e r D e tro it

ccill honte

m

--------- Assistant Spuits Cditui--------B a ltim o re o v e r Cincinnati

B a ltim o re o v e r Cincinnati

study for exam

Ml

M IKE

BOBBY

T a m p a B a y o v e r Pittsburgh

Upset Pick

( .6 1 8 )

8 6 -5 8

4 -6

( .5 9 7 )

3 -7

Gam es Back

Gam es Back
* Hom e te a m in bold
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Countdown of the Outstanding Fall Athletes Including Honorable Mentions and Coach of the Fall
Bobby Melok
Sports EditjOr

jK i

Mike Johnson
Assistant S p o rti Editor

Heather Aciz led the M ontclair State
volleyball team to a successful season. The
team made it to the semifinals of the NJAC
playoffs. Aciz herself led the team in digs
and kills. This season, she was the first
Red Hawk to be chosen to the All-NJAC vol
leyball team since 2000. She holds the MSU
career record for kills, attack attem pts and
games played. She ranks second all-time
in digs and points. Aciz is the only player
in Montclair State history with 1000 career
kills and digs.

Vln Doffont

Natalia Slstl

Vin Doffont came through for the Red
Hawks quite often this season. The senior
kicker made 12 of his 17 field goal attem pts
this season, ju s t over 70 percent. Five of
those goals came from beyond 40 yards.
Doffont also made 19 of his 24 PAT attempts.
This season, lie was selected to the All-NJAC
team for the fourth, year* and to the F irst
team for the third straight year. Doffont’s
golden toe helped Red Hawk football to a 7-3
overall, record, and a 5-3 record in the New
Jersey Athletic Conference.

N atallia Sisti burst on to the Red Hawk
scene during the fell. The freshm an forward
made an appearance in all 23 games, sta rt
ing 21. Sisti led the women’s soccer team in
goals with an impressive 17 on the season.
Her first came against Arcadia back in
September. Her last goal was the game win
ner in MSITs 1-0 victory in the first round
of the NCAA Tournament over Nazareth.
Sisti was named NJAC Rookie of the Week
two times, and was eventually named NJAC
Rookie of the Year.
J r - Jr

Michael Jun

Michael Jump’s first season in a Red
Hawk uniform was memorable. After trans
ferring to Montclair State from LaSalle,
Jump went through a transition period, get
ting used to the Red Hawk offense, but
settled in as the season moved on. By the end
of the season, Jump completed nearly half of
his passes, throwing for 1,796 yards and 15
touchdowns. Six of those touchdowns came
in the last three games of the season. In each
of those games, he h it reciever Fred C arter
for two touchdowns.

Kristin Kutunann

Wm

Perhaps the most im portant p art of a soc
cer team is the goalie. That was true for Red
Hawk men’s soccer this year. Without Nick
Mele guarding the net, they might have lost
more than two games this season. Mele was
credited with 16 out of the team ’s 19 wins
this season. In those games, he stopped 70
shots. Opponents averaged less than one
goal per game against him. Mele also posted
nine shutouts this season, m aking him an
irreplaceable p art in "the most successful
team in Montclair Stale soccer history.

K risten Swartz, a senior forward for the
field hockey team , put up the best numbers
of her MSU career in the fall. She ranked
second on the team with 17 goals add third in
assists with eight. Swartz also came through
big time in the playoffs, scoring goals in
all three games of the E ast Coast Athletic
Conference tournam ent. For her effort, she
was named Most Outstanding Player of th e
tournam ent. She was also selected National
Field Hockey Coaches’ Association All-South
Atlantic Region Second Team.

Cornell Hunt was ruthless in Montclair
State’s defensive backfield this faff The
sophomore linebacker made 102 tackles on
the season, 51 of those1oh his own. 12.5 of
Hunt’s tackles forced his opponents to lose
30 yards. He burst through the offensive
line and sacked the quarterback twice this
fe ll However, Hunt did not ju st truck over
receivers. On four occasions this season, he
intercepted the ball and returned those for
128 yards, an average of 32 yards per inter
ception.

K ristin Kuhmann was a brick wall for the
women’s soccer team this fall. She was cred
ited with 12 of the team’s 13 wins this season.
10 of those were shutouts. Kuhmann made
165 saves, and much like Nick Mele, kept her
opponent’s scoring average to under one goal
per game. For her amazing play, Kuhmann
was named NJAC Defensive Player of the
Week on four separate occasions, as well
as being named NJAC Goalkeeper of the
Year. She was also named to the First
Team of D3kicks.comfc All-Region Team.

BO! A r t h g s J R B r i a n Sentowski

M ention

The freshm an goalkeeper started aft •
20 games for the field hockey team th is.
fall. She made 112 saves and shut out the
oppoosing team four times. She was
named NJAC Goalkeeper of the Year.

D o n to k S ta m m «

Jennifer Tanis blew the competition out
of the water in her junior season. The
junior forward broke all kinds of records this
season, including career goals, single game
points and single season goals. She led the
Red Hawks with 23 goals in the fell, along
with 17 assits. For her great all-around play,
Tanis was named the NJAC Attack P lay »
of the Year, and to the NHFCA All-Smith
Atlantic Region F irst Team. She is seating
herself up for a successflul senior season.

Bill Anthes was without a doubt the most
successful Red Hawk this fall. Anthes led
the team and NJAC in goals with 18 on the
season. Those 18 goals also ranked Anthes
among the top in the nation. Anthes, a
senior captain, was a great leader, and was
recognized for his leadership by the NJAC,
as he was given the David Logar Leadership
Award. Firtingfy, Anthes ended his'M SU
career w ith the lone goal in the final game of
the season in the NCAA tournam ent.

Aside from their captains, the Red Hawk
men’s soccer team found excellent leader
ship on the sidelines in their coach, Brian
Sentowski. In his fifth season as head coach,
Sentowski led the Red Hawks to their most
successful season in history, with a 20-1-1
overall record, along with the team ’s first
NJAC championship since 1989. Also, under
his tutelage, men’s soccer made it to the sec
tional round of the NCAA tournam ent, the
furthest a team has gone in school history.

Simmons kept up the outstanding play
he is known for this fall. In 10 games,
the senior captain made 34 tackles and
recovered two fumbles. Also, he broke up
five passes, giving him the Montclair State
record with 37 throughout his career.

Chesnakova was a newcomer to the vol
leyball team this fall, but she wasted no
time adjusting to her new surroundings.
The freshman middle blocker set a single
season record for Hecks with 135 on the
season. She was foamed the NJAC Rookie
of the Week three times this fall.
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Fill ‘Em In

lame the starting lineup for the Florida Marlins in Game 6 of the 2003 World Series

MAURICE TORRES
'Guard
Torres scored 13 points and stole the ball
twice in the Red Hawks' 91-43 victory over
Berkely College at Panzer Gym on Monday
night, .y:V>
.; .

STEPHANIE MACHIN
Forward
Machin scored 10 points and picked
up eight rebounds in MSU's 72-50 loss
against Mount St. Mary’s in Newburgh
on Tuesday.

JONATHAN ARTHUR

1.

) CF

2.

) 2B

3.

) C

4.

) LF

5.

) DH

6.

) 3B

7.

) 1B

8.

) RF

9.

) SS

10.

)P

[position'
Arthur also scored 13 points and also added

one assist in the Red Hawks' rout of Berke
ley College on Monday night.

Overtime

How much do you know about Game 6 o f the 2003 World Series?

1.) Where did the game take place?

tëaMMè 4 Í I

2). Who was the losing pitcher?

î^o m en 'ë p â ë k e tb a ll

3.

) Who made the one error in the game?

Saturday, D ecem b er 2, 2006
P anzer G ym , 1:00 p.m .

4.

) How many runs did the Marlins score?

5.

) How many runs did their opponents score?

6.

) Were there any home runs hit in the game?

3Llei> Ibatukë
1-2 (O-ONJAC)

2-1 (O-ONJAi

carlet l^aptorë
RED HAWK
TRIVIA
How many men's soccer players hold the record for most
shots in a single game?
LAST EDITION S QUESTION

. What is the highest total of points MSU
football has scored in a single game?
ANSWER TO LAST EDITION'S QUESTION
The most points MSU football has ever scored in a single game
was 70 against Jersey City State on November 6, 1982.
HAVE A GOOD RED HAWK TRIVIA QUESTION?
SEND IT TO MSUSPORTS@GMAIL.COM
YOUR QUESTION COULD BE PRINTED NEXT WEEK!
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• B a s k e tb a ll (M e n 's )
N JA C

N JA C

O verall

O verall

NORTH DIVISION

NORTH DIVISION
NJCU
Ramapo
Rutgers-Newark
W illiam Paterson

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

4-0
3-0
3-0
4-1

M SU

0-0

1-2

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

3-0
3-0
2-1
2-1
3-2

W illiam Paterson
Rutgers-Newark

0-0
0-0

3-2
2-2

M SU

0-0

2-4

NJCU
Ramapo

0-0
0-0

1-2
1-2

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

4-0
3-1
3-1
2-2
1-4

SOUTH DIVISION

SOUTH DIVISIO N
Kean
Richard Stockton
Rowan
Rutgers-Camden
TCNJ

B a s k e tb a ll (W o m en's)

Kean
Rutgers-Camden
TCNJ
Rowan
Richard Stockton

This W e e k
Fri. @ W illia m s 5:30 p.m.
Sat. @ Skidm ore/St. Joe's 1:30 p.m.

This W e e k
Sat. vs. R utgers-Cam den 1 p.m.

Last W eek's Results
11/27 - MSU 91, Berkeley 43

Last W eek's Results
11/26 - MSU 46, Bowdoin 86

Top Ten Fall Athletes

Who Is This Week’s Player of the Week?

Pg. 22

Pg. 27

The Student Voice of Montclair State University Since 1928
Vol. 86 Issue 11
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The 2006-2007 Men’s Basketball Preview
M ike Johnson

in last place in their division
(NJAC North), the Red Hawks
boast somewhat of a different
team this year and hope th at a
little youth can go a long way and
rejuvenate this team. I picked out
five players who should make the
difference this year.
Ju n io r forward Jonathan
A rthur (6’6” 220 lbs.) knows what
it takes to be a winner. Last
year, A rthur finished among the
leaders of Red Hawks in almost
all categories. He finished sec
ond in scoring, first in minutes
played, first in rebounds, second
in assists, first in blocks, second
in steals, second in free throw per
centage (minimum 20 attempts)
and second in field goal percentage
(minimum 100 shots). As the old
est starter, he may have to do some
mentoring in order to win.
Sophomore guard M aurice
Torres (6’2” 180 lbs.) also made
a name for him self last season
by setting a Red Hawk record
by making eight three-pointers in
one game on Jan. 4 at RutgersCamden. He is also considered one
of the veterans on the team
and should do a little
teaching on the
court.

Sophomore guard G aran
Dickson (6’3” 185 lbs.) played in
23 games last year for the Red
There were so many high
Hawks but only started in four of
hopes last year surrounding the
them. He averaged approximately
men’s basketball team. Gian Paul
13 minutes per game and only
Gonzalez was the player every
3.5 points per game. He’ll be in
one hated to face and Jonathan
a new kind of environment this
Arthur, Maurice Torres and Jam al
year as one of the starters and
Ford were thought to be worthy
hopefully doesn’t go into a form
candidates to take the floor with
of shell shock. If he can make
Gonzalez.
plays and allow the people around
The irony of it all was th at they
him to make plays as well, he and
were very worthy and played bet
his three-point percentage of 33
ter than some would have expect
should be a good fit with the rest
ed, but they still wound up hang
of the team.
ing their heads after the season.
Freshm an guard Mike Hem
The Red Hawks began last year by
(6’0” 185 lbs.) has stepped into
losing four of their first six games,
a team th at is in need of a pickonly to Come back and win six of
me-up and so far has been quite
their next eight, but then only to
a helpful hand averaging close to
fall back down again and finish
11 points and six steals per game.
up going 5-6 down the stretch and
If he can stay consistent and keep
miss the playoffs. This year’s Red
getting a bunch of minutes per
Hawks will have to dig themselves
game, he can be a very important
out of the hole left by last year’s
impact player.
team after a disappointing 13-12
Freshm an forward Charles
season (9-9 in their conference).
Miller (6’6” 225 lbs.) is one of three
This year, after beginning their
people this season averaging over
season with two very close and dis
10 points per game for the Red
appointing losses, the Red Hawks
Hawks. If he, like the others, can
finally awoke
stay consistent and stay competi
Monday w ith
tive, the Red Hawks can possibly
a
91-43 fi
win their division. Of course, they
win over
have to win the im portant games
B erk eley
like their two games against each
C o lle g e.
of their divisional rivals (New
Standing
Jersey City, Ramapo, RutgersNewark and William Paterson.)
As history shows, Montclair
State University hasn’t had much
of a problem beating William
Paterson. Their lifetime record
of 76-56 shows th at the Pioneers
can’t outlast the Red Hawks.
Ramapo hasn’t fared much
b etter against the
M ontclair either.
MSU leads the life
time series with a
BM
41-25 record. A 5522 record against
R utgers-N ew ark
can make the
Red Hawks rest
more easily and
the Red Hawks’
72-58
record
against NJCU
finishes up the
division.
The new divional set-ups may
prove to 'work
out for MSU,
seeing
th a t
th eir lifetim e
record against
th eir division
is 244-161, but the Red Hawks
can’t count on this alone. They
need
to improve their game.
Dominique Wilson and Mike Johnson I The Montc/arion
Assistant Sports Editor

V isit w w w .m ontclair.edu/athletics.htm l fo r m ore in fo rm atio n

